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Workíng through our endings allows us to redefine
our relationships, to surrender what is dead and
to accept what is alive, and to be in the world
more fulIy to face the new situation. (Keleman,
1974, p. 53)

This is

and grief.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Having worked with elderly peopre targeiy in a medical

setting for over eight years, I became very intrigued with

issues of ross. r often pondered why it was that one 87

year old woman who required hip surgery might zestfully
throw herself into her rehabilitation and quest for indepen-

dent functioning, while another in objectively similar cir-
cumstances, would ranguish abed and become physicalry and

psychologically incapacitated. How was it that some elderly
individuars seem to have successfully weathered a lifetime
of significant hardships and losses, while others seemed to

have fallen apart under circumstances of seemingry far
lesser strain? I observed that it was not the objective
magnitude of the ross per sê¡ but the individuar's process-

ing of it that would portend either a healthy resolution or

a despairing maladjustment to the loss. How best could one

a practicum about endings and loss
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respond in the face of change and loss? What attítudes and

behaviours predispose one to a positive resolution to loss?

What could I as a professional do to facilitate another

person's moving along an adaptive course in the resolution
of their losses?

rel-evance to me both professionalry, as a social worker in a

medical contextr âs weII as personally, in terms of my own

everyday "surviviflg". This practicum was born out of my

need to further explore these questions about endings

and loss . and grief. The ross that r chose to focus

upon in this practicum was that of the ending of a marriage

through conjugal bereavement. The death of a spouse is an

obviously identifiable and significant loss, and one that I
berievåd held tremendous potentiality in terms of what r
could learn from it about grief.

These were burning questions of great

As widows outnumber widowers by nearly five to one in

Canada (Statistics Canada, 1982), I decided to direct my

practicum to working with erderly widows. This was also a

populatÍon that I, as a hospital-based social worl<er, often
came to be concerned and care about during their husbands'

hospitalization, yet with whom I usually had quite Iimited
contact upon their partners' death. For this reason, fty

practicum was aII the more special to me, for it allowed me

to explore this "missing piece" of my experience, and to
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dÍscover from the experts, the elderly widows themselves,

that which r had so often wondered about--what becomes of
these older women once their husbands have died?

The Hormes sociar Readjustment Rating scale of stress-
ors rates the death of a spouse as by far the most stressful
of life events. (Holmes, 1967 ) Studies indicate that indi-
viduals experience significant increases in physical and

psychological compraints forlowing bereavement. (Lindemann,

1944; Maddison & Walker, 1967¡ Glick, Weiss & Parkes, 1974i

Clayton, 1979i Bowlby, 1980)

Epstein, WeiLz, Roback and McKee (1975) concluded that

conjugal loss was associated with increased risk of dying at

all ages, and in England and the United States, the risk for

the widowed during the first six months of bereavement was

twice as great as that for married individuals.

It has been suggested that elderly individuals who

experience conjugar loss are a particurarry vurnerable

group. (Skelskie, 1975; Kozma & Stones, 1980)

The percentage and absolute numbers of people over 65

years of age is rising. In 1981 the elderly comprised 9.52



of the population

will comprise 20?

As it has been the norm in North America for women to

marry men order than themserves, and being that men do not

generally live as long as \¡¡omen, the majority of bereaved

elderly individuars are women. As the elderly population is
increasing, so are the numbers of elderly widows having to

4

Canada, but it is projected that they

the year 2031. (Naus, 1979\

of

by

deal with bereavement.

widows face bereavement in a largely male-defined, youth-

oriented, death-denying society.

provides IittIe normative support or cultural guidelines to
herp the widows dear wíth the bereavement tasks they face.
(Gorer, 1965¡ Parkes, 1972; Vachon, 1976; Kavanaugh, 1977)'

This renders the erderry widow in a more vulnerable position
as she negotiates her transition to widowhood.

In North America these elderly

rn consideration of the growing numbers, and vurner-

ability of this sector of the population, this exploratory
practicum study focused upon conjugar bereavement with

elderly widows. In this practicum the situation of elderly
widows within our North American social context wirr be con-

sidered from a feminist perspective.

It is a society that

The objectives of this exploratory study v/ere:
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To explore and to learn about the bereavement
experiences of elderly widows within our North
American social context.

1.

To provide a bereavement follow-up service to some
elderly widows to support and facilitate their
grieving process through the sharing of their

3.

bereavement experiences.

To gain greater expertise
grieving process.

The bereavement forlow-up v¡as based upon the bereave-

ment objectives, principles and procedures outlined by J.W.

Worden in Grief Counselling and Grief Therapy: A Handbook

for the l"lentaI HeaIth Practitioner (19821'.

Reference was also made to Raphael's ( 1 9BO ) ,'therapeu-

tic assessment interview" (p. 155) format appended.

rn this study the target population were local widows

of elderly men who had died within the Department of

Geriatric Medicine at the st. Boniface Generar Hospitar, in
the 1B month period preceding the start of this practicum in
July of 1984. rnitially, introductory retters were sent to
the widows inviting thei-r participation in the study. A

telephone carl folrow-up to these retters estabrished those

women who were willing to become involved. A total of 12

in facilitating the

widows vÍere visited in their homes.

partook in some Iimited contact by telephone. The widows

Three more widows
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ranged in age from 50 - 78 years. Contacts ranged between

one and seven sessions, from three and one-harf hours to 20

hours in total.
between those who were more recentry bereaved (i.e. within
the previous five months ), and those whose bereavements had

occurred within the preceding 12 - 1 B months. While the

practicum was primarily conducted between July and December

of 1984, some continuing contact was maintained with one

$¡oman over 22 months.

Widows were nearly equally distributed

The widows were engaged at the point where they were at
ín their bereavement process. For some the interventions
focused upon the "grief work" ¡ for others it vras rooking

more outwardly to the reconstruction of their Iives as

single women.

In the end, this practicum specifically:

provided me with an enriched learníng experience
about the bereavement experiences of older widows
within our social context;

provided for bereavement follow-up of a supportive
nature to facilitate the elderly widows' movement
through their bereavement process;

provided me with a holistic and integrative learn-
ing experience through which I learned how I could
best use myself in the facilitation of the griev-
ing process.

2.

3.
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More generally, however, this practicum provided me

with some of my much sought after ans\,¡ers about endings, and

Ioss, and grief. This learning is of great significance to
me both professionally and personally.

Professionally, I believe that dealing with endings,

loss, and grief is one of the cornerstone issues of social
work in general, and medical social work in particular.
Thus the knowledge and skirls that r have acquired through

this practicum experience have great professional relevance

to me whether r am providing bereavement forrow-up to an

elderly widow, working with the mother of a stillborn child,
an individual who surgicarry has rost a part of their body,

a stroke patient and his or her family who have lost a

former life styler or an elderly person who is facing

nursing home placement due to increasing dependency needs.

Personarry, r believe that rearning more about endings,

låss and grieving has helped me to perceive my own life's
losses in a more constructive and hearing wâyr and has

enhanced my own personal growth and re-investment in living.

Today, and today and today are our tomorrows. Learning

to live our todays more fully allows us to face our tomor-

rows without regrets. My practicum has been a truly
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enriching and personarry integrative rearning experience
that has fostered both my professional and personal growth,
and has helped me to lj_ve more fully today . and today

. and today

rt is with pleasure that I share it with you.



221 TNTRODUCTION

This review

specific subject

ience.

CHAPTER II

LTTERATURE REVTEW

The first subject area to be explored is that of the

emoti-onaI impact of bereavement: grief. In this section the

contributions made by some of the foremost theorists on the

subject through time, will be presented. This includes the

works of Sigmund Freud, Erich Lindemann, Beverley Raphael,

Mary Vachon, Helena Lopata and John Bowlby. Attention will

also be given to providing some perspectives upon ( 1 ) the

phases of grieving, (2) morbid or pathological grief reac-

tions, ( 3 ) hallucinations and grief , (4 ) determinants of

grieving outcomes, (5) the length of the grieving process,

as well as upon ( 6 ) the research on the particular exper-

ience of bereavement in the later years of life.

of the Iíterature focuses upon three

areas related to the bereavement exper-

The second subject area to be reviewed wilt focus upon

some of the various clj-nical interventions with grief. A

behaviourar approach¡ r€-grief therapy, feminist counsel-
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ling, and a number of right-brain oriented adjunctive

therapies such as gestalt, psychodrama, intensive journal
process, hypnosis, and phototherapy, will be examined.

social interventions such as those of self-help groups,

widow-to-widow programs, and feminist consciousness-raising,
will also be addressed.

The finar section of this riterature review will
examine the situation of the elderly widow in the North

American social context, from a feminist perspective. This

will include an examination of the social stereotypes of

erderry women and how these sociar attítudes impact upon the

self-perceptions and social realities within the lives of

these elderly v¡omen.



).) PERSPECTIVES ON GRIEF

2:2 21

Sigmund Freud was one of the

expound a psychodynamic explanation of
in his work, "Mourning and MeIanchoIia"

Sigmund Freud

In Freud's view, mourning

the loss of a loved object. He

involves grave departures from

it never occurs to us to regard

tj-on" (s.n., vol. 14, p. 243\.

as a natural grief reaction and

entity.

earliest theorists to

the grieving process

(1917\.

In Freud's precepts, the function of mournj_ng is ',to
detach the survivor's memories and hopes from the dead"

(S.n., Vol. 13, p. 65). This was to be accomplished through

"a withdrawal of the libido from this object and a displace-

ment of it onto a new one" (S.E., Vol. 14, p. 249). This

withdrawal was to be achieved through a process that Freud

termed hypercathexis; a process wherein the mourner with-

draws from the real world to invest all her or his available

energy in the struggle to decathect the loved object.

11

is the natural response to

writesr "although mourning

the normal attitude to life,

it as a pathological condi-

Thus Freud viewed mourning

not an illness or a disease
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(Glick, Wej-ss & Parkest 1974\ By focusÍng their attention

on the lost person and by consciously reviewing aIl relevant

memories of the deceased, the mourner thus gradually sets

free the libidinal attachment to the deceased.

In comparing normal mourning with melancholia, a type

of pathological grief or depression, Freud describes:

the same painful frame of mind, the same loss of
interest in the outside world . the same loss
of capacity to adopt any new object of love
and the same turning avray from any activity that
is not connected with thoughts of him lor her].
( S.E. , Vol. 1 4, p. 2441

In "Ivlourning and lIeIancholia" (1917 ) , however

denotes features which distinguish mourning from

terms melancholia.

cholia of: a disturbance of self-regard, ambivalence

love relationship and identification with the lost object.

In his later works, however, Freud revised his thinking

about identification being only an. aspect of pathological

mourning or melancholia.

These include the presence in

withdrawal is commonly accomplished by means of the ego

identifying with the lost object in the normal mourning

process.

, Freud

what he

melan-

in the

He concluded that libidinal



Freud's view that
is normal was later
Abraham (1 927 ) | Hinton

concur that not only

object normally occur,

occur for mourning to

13

identification with the lost object

shared by other theorists such as

(1 967 ) and Pincus (1 97 4l . They

does identification with the lost
but that it is essential that it does

theorize a conceptualization of the

process. His work stood as a primary

for many years, until the work of
Erich Lindemann, gained prominence in

Thus Freud was one of the

proceed to its natural completion.

2:2:2

A classic work in

mann' s "Symptomatology

(19441.

Erich Lindemann

first to describe and

grieving or mourning

authority on the topic
another psychiatrist,

this field.

Lindemann primarily derived his data from his observa-

tions of 1 01 recently bereaved patients who had lost loved

ones in a tragic fire in the coconut Grove Night club in
Boston in 1942, where nearly 500 people lost their lives.

the area of grief is Erich Linde-

and Management of Acute Grief"



mannrs recording procedures (parkes, j972),

study remains a much quoted, important work in

Despite some criticism

grief. Lindemann rendered

acute grief as a distinct syndrome which deserved attention.

Lindemann (1944) described five characteristic symptoms

of normal grief . These \^¡ere:

of the Iimitations

1. Somatic distress occurring in v¡aves lasting
@tes to án hour at a time, á
feeling of tightness in the throat, choking
with shortness of breath, need for sighing,
an empty feeling in the abdomen, lacl< of
muscular power and an intense subjective
distress described as tension or mental pain.
(Lindemann, 1944, p. 61 )

a very accurate description of

14

of Linde-

Lindemann's

the area of

2. An i.te
i-t-/ añd a Teeling of increased emotional dis-
tance from other people. (Lindemann, 1944, p.
62).

3. Feelings of guilt - the
@s the
to the death for evidence

4. Hostile reactions, which often take the be-
ffi by surprise and lead them
to fear the loss of their emotional stabil-
itv.

5. Loss of normal patterns of conduct, wherein
rried on

only with great effort.

do enough for the deceased.

bereaved individual
circumstances prior
that she/he did not
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In Lindemann's conceptualization, these five symptoms

somatic distressr âD intense pre-occupation with the image

of the deceased, guilt, hostile reactions and the loss of
normal patterns of conduct were all indicative of a normal

grief reaction.

Lindemann termed delays or distortions of the normal

grief reaction as morbid grief reactions. Lindemann

believed that skillfur psychiatric intervention courd

transform a morbid grief reaction into a normal grief reac-

tion, which could then be successfully resorved in eight to
ten interviews in four to six weeks. (Lindemann, 1944\

Another manifestation of grief that Lindemann identi-
fied is termed "anticipatory grief" (Lindemann, 1944, p.

76)- This occurs when an individuar, in anticipation of a

threatened loss, undergoes the full grieving process prior
to the ross. Lindemann suggests that whire this process may

help prepare the individual for the actual bereavement,

difficulty arises when the ross does not materiarize as

anticipated, yet the relationship has been psychologically

terminated. Lindemann documents the effects of I'anticipa-

tory grief" in the return of wartime servicemen to deadened

maritaL relationships
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Lindemann termed this process of working through a

grief reaction, "grief work" (Lindemann, 1944r p. 641.

Lindemann states the goal of grief work to be:

the emancipation from the bondage to the deceased,
readjustment to the environment in which the
deceased is missing, and the formulation of new
relationships. (Lindemann, 1944, p. 64)

A first consideratíon in faci-litating grief work is

"giving the person permission to feel suffering and to
express it" (Lindemann, 1944, p. 73). once this is achieved

the bereaved individuals are encouraged to verbalize their

feerings about their rerationship to the deceased. They

review formerly shared activities and consider future possi-

bilities for meeting some of these rore-loss needs precipi-

tated by the death through new relationships.

"The repracement of specific roles is the pecuriar

problem of grieving" (Lindemann, 1961 , p. 173't , according to
Lindemann. As such, grieving is viewed as a role transition

that necessitates the need "to redesign role function on a

major scale" (Lindemann, 1961 , p. 174'). Lindemann regarded

this role transition precipitated by bereavement as a

potentiar situationar crisis for the bereaved individuar.
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This situational crisis is viewed as a social event

that puts great demands upon the individual's coping capa-

bilities, and may result in the healthy physiological and

psycho-social reorganization of the individual, or in a

maladaptive state in which the crisis fails to be resolved.

Lindemann's strongly focused emphasis upon the need for

preventive intervention in such situational crisis, to

facilitate the normal grieving process, and to thwart the

development of maladaptive defence mechanisms is a most

positive and significant thrust of his work.

22223

Beverley Raphael is an Australian psychiatrist who,

like Lindemann, conceives of the bereavement experience as a

situational crisis. while Raphael in no way minimizes the

intrapsychic process precipitated by the bereavement crisis,
she states that a major purpose of her work is:

Beverley Raphael

to emphasize the unique importance of the inter-
action between psychological processes and social
networks, and to indicate the extent to which the
individual's mourning and its outcome can be modi-
fied by social process. (Maddison and Raphael,
1975, p. 271
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The vital importance of the preventive aspects ofcrisis intervention in bereavement is a central theme inRaphael's work. (Maddison & Raphaer, 1975; Raphaer, 1977¡
RaphaeI, 1 980 i RaphaeI, 1 983 ) fo this end, Raphael (1 977 )has done research to demonstrate the preventive var_ue ofbereavement counselring when a high-risk group is defined.

Raphael has also devel0ped a therapeutic assessment
format through which she explores risk variables in asupportive, nondirective interview conducted in the weeksfoll0wing the death. This format has been termed a ,,thera_
peutic assessment interviewr, (Raphae1, 1980, p. 155), since
the process of gJ_eaning information is in itself thera_
peutic, facilitating the normal grieving process.

ït is Raphaeì_'s contention that the bereaved indi_
vidual's response pattern to the bereavement is established
earJ-y in the crisis. (Raphael, i9g0) She suggests that the
optimal time for preventive intervention is between two toeight weeksr âfid even up to three months after the death.(Raphael, 1993) ra'rure to receive appropriate herp at this
time of crisis may result in the development of a patho_
10gica1 0r morbid grief response. (Lindemann , 1g44¡ Gorer,
1 965; parkes , 1 972; Vachon , 1 976¡ Raphael, 1 9g3 ) Through
the use of the "therapeutic assessment interview,, early in
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the bereavement crisis, Raphael screens the bereaved indi-
viduals so that more specific cris.is intervention can be

directed to those in need, thus averting them from a mal-

adaptive course of adjustment. rn this way the "therapeutic
assessment interview" has been used as a tool of preventive

intervention in the bereavement crisis.

Raphael (Maddison & RaphaeI, 1975) also stresses the

need for a variety of social network interventions provided

by helpers of varying degrees of sophistication and train-
ing. such j-nterventÍons could incrude: the mobirization of

social networks by social support programs, the empathic

rinkage of widows with other widows, educationar programs to
promote an enhanced understanding of the grieving process in
the greater community, as werl as the essentiar need for
preventive measures to identify and intervene with high-risk
bereaved individuals before maladaptive defence mechanisms

develop.

Through such timely preventive interventions within the

broader social network, Raphael looks to facilitating the

normal grieving process and to preventing the deveropment of
pathological or morbid grief reactions in the bereavement

crisis.
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The relevance of social
bereavement crisis is also a
Vachon and her colleagues at
Psychiatry in Toronto, Ontario.

Mary Vachon

war-kerr MacBride and vachon (1977), having studied dif_ferent models of support network structure, suggest ,,that
there is often a lack of fit between the social and psycho_10gica1 needs of the individual in crisis and the individ_ual 's social support networl<,, ( p. 40 ) . social networks varyin their capacity to provide for their members, sociar andpsychol0gicat needs as these needs vary over time, and espe_ciarly at times of cri'sis' For example, a smal1 cr-ose-knitsocial network that proved to be very supportive and com_forting to the newly bereaved widow may become a crosed,rimiting and somewhat stifling experience to that same widowas she endeavors to recreate her life anew, seeking newfriends, perhaps employment and a new Iife styte. Wall<er,MacBride and vachon (1 977 ) suggest that mental hear-thprofessionals might be most effective by directing theirefforts to adjust this fit between the individual,s socialand psychol0gical needs and the network support structure.

network support through the
research interest of Mary
the Clarke fnstitute of

20
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To this end, vachon, LyarL, Rogers, Freedman-Letofsky
and Freeman ( 1 980 ) undertook a study of a social network
intervention with the creation of a widow-to_widow program
for newly bereaved women. This program was much akin to
that originated by phyllis Silverman (1974) with trained
widow contacts who extended themserves to the new widows toprovide emotional support and practical assistance for as
10ng as they were needed' vachon's canadian study, however,
was a two-year controlr-ed study with an evaluation compon-
ent.

The data from this study confirmed vachon,s hypothesis
that widows move through a "pathway of adaptation,, (vachon
et aI., 1g80, p' 1380) in the bereavement process. vachon
found that widows initially proceed down
to concerns of , where inner tur_moil, withdrawal_ and preoccupation with the loss and the
past are paramount.

previously described. once the widow comes to terms with
these concerns, she then moves along a pathway of inter-
personar adaptation, where the widow starts to rook outward
again at new roles, activities and rer-ationships i the
reconstruction of her identity as a single woman. According
to Vachon, it is only by progressing through these stages of
inward and then outward directed pathways of adaptation that

This is much like the "grief work,,

a pathway related
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a widow can significantly reduce her overall rever of dis_
tress. In Vachon's study ( 1 9g0 ) , the attainment of these
stages of adaptation was shown to be accererated withparticipation in the widow_to_widow program.
outcome reiterates the appropriateness of the social support
system as a focus for intervention.,, (Vachon, Rogers, LyaII,
Lancee, Sheldon and Freeman, 1 982 , p. 1 001 ) Surprisingly
however, it was not until two years after bereavement that a
difference in overarl disturbance between intervention and
control groups became apparent ( Vachon et êI. , 1 9BO )indicating the rong-standing impact of the bereavement
experience.

2:2:5

A sociological perspective of conjugal bereavement is
provided by Helena Lopata,s study (Lopata , 1973a) of 301
metropolitan Chicago widows aged 50 years and over. In her
study, Lopata found that in conjugal bereavement:

The degree of disorganization depends upon thepervasiveness of the ,"iã ;; wife, thepsychological and social. O"p.rAãrr.V of a womanupon being the wife of tr,.t--õ"fEi.rrr", man, theextent to which the couple 
"påiãråo in the homeand exterlally as a team, the circumstances of thedeathr âDd thå ;;=;";;"s the 
"iãã*-."n marshall inthe grief work pro""==. (i_opatã-,-lsizb, p. 14)

He1ena Lopata

"This good
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Lopata (1973a) categorized three distinct types of

widows in her study. Firstly, Lopata describes the

self-initíating woman who flexibly is able "to enter and to

exist from sociar rores as she reaches the different stages

of life or redefines her situation" (Lopata, 1973a, p. 265).

This woman engages in serf-initiated action rather than by

only reacting to external events going on around her.

Women who are a part of a closely-knit, sexually-

segmented ethnic community comprise Lopatars second genre of
widow. Being solidly engaged in a crosery-knit network of

family, peer and neighborhood relationships, these vromenrs

involvements continue with rittle modification after the

death of their spouse.

The third type of widow that Lopata identifies is the

social isolate. These women were often marginally involved

in the broader society and lacked the ability to re-engage

:-n n"* social roles and relationships upon the loss of their

significant attachments. Lopatars findings indicate that

these socially isolated widows were "not happy with the

world" (Lopata, 1973a, p. 266) as they experienced it.

Factors other than choice frequently had a bearing upon

these widows' isolation.



Basica1ly those who are 
_ 
isolated or 1onely arethose who tack iilã äiirr=, money, hearrh andtransportation_ fof^_ç"õ"gi"g or rã_engaging insociety. (Lopara, 197,;,-ó: 277) :

while it may be heartening to think that the provÍsion
of such resources could alleviate the suffering of theseisolated widows, the problem is far more complex than that.
Lopata relates that it took many years for these isorated
women to devel0p this marginaÌ r-ife styte in reration tosociety at 1arge and no haphazard, one_shot out_reach
involvement is 1ikely to produce change. It would take much
time, trust and relationship-buitding to help these \^romen
regain the courage (from the French, corage, for ,,heart,,)
and personal competency to be willing to venture out again
into what has been to themr ân inhospitable world.

From her study, Lopata concludes that:

24

the way j_n which different types of women re_engage in society foJ_lowing -lfr" ãeatfr of thehusband reflects - their iocation in the modernsocial system. ( r,opaf 
^ 

,- I gi l^, p. 263 )

2:2: 6

John Bowlby is a psychoanalyst who theorj_zes a biorogi_
cal basis for understanding the grieving process. Like

John Bowlbv
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Klein (1940), Engel (1961 ) and Marris (1974\, Bowlby regards

grief as an illness. In Bowlbyrs view, grief is "a state of

biological disequilibrium brought about by a sudden change

in the environment" (Bowlby | 1961 , p. 322'). Like other

illnesses, Bow1by views grief as having a recognized cause,

a predictable symptomatology, and an identifiabre course.

In Bowlby's conceptualization, grief is intimately
reraLed to separation anxíety, except that in grief the ross

is permanent, while in separation anxiety it is potentially
retrievabre. Bowrby based his theory upon observations of
grief manifested in research upon animals (Darwin, 1872¡

Yerkes, 1925¡ and Lorenz, 19521, as well as upon his own

studies of separation anxiety in human infants (Bowlby,

1 960 ) . Bowlby noted that when animar and human infants were

separated from their mothers, they wailed, wept and raged to

bring about a reunion. Bowlby viewed this to be biological-
Iy functional behaviour to effect a reunion and to prevent

further separations. Bowlby came to regard grieving as a

manifestation of this same biological response to effect the

return of a lost object, even though the loss through death

is permanent. Bowlby notes that:

In the course of our evolution, it appears our
instinctual equipment has come to be so fashioned
that all losses have been assumed to be retriev-



able and are responded to accordingly. (Bowlby'
1961, p. 333)

Through his observations of this grieving process,

Bowlby conceptualized "three phases of mourning" (Bowlby,

1961 , p. 331 ) which in collaboration with Colin t'lurray

Parkes (1970a) were later revised to four. An outline of

these phases of grieving follow in section 2:2:7.

22227

Many authors have similarly identified that grief
proceeds through distinct phases. (Bovrlby , 1961 i

Kubler-Ross, 1969; Parkes, 1970b; pincus, 1974; Vachon,

1976; Kavanaugh, 1977)

Phases of Grieving

John Bowlby (1961 ) was one of the first to pubtish the

concept that mourning had phases, and it is basically the

findings of this work that have been repricated or expanded

upon by other theorists, including Colin l"lurray Parkes.

26

CoIin t'lurray parkes (1 970b ) studied the psychological

reactions to conjugal bereavement of 22 London widows under

Lhe age of 65 years j-n a prospective, tongitudinal study

over 13 months after the deaths of their spouses. Parkes
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found that: (1 ) Bereavement typically begins with a phase

of shock or numbness often accompanied by deniat of the

loss. (2, Bereaved individuals then pass through a phase

of intense grief and frustrated searchi-ng for the rost
spouse. Crying for and dreaming about the deceased are

typicar of this searchíng phaser âs is a preoccupation with
thoughts of the deceased, and a tendency for bereaved indi-
viduars to direct their attention to objects and praces in
the environment associated with the lost person.

Depression and apathy are characteristic of the third phase

of grief, wherein bereaved individuals become resigned to

the reality of the loss. In Bowlby's view this phase of

disorganization and despair is, while painful,

an indispensable preliminary to new adaptation
. one must accept the destruction of a part of

his lor her] personality before he lor she] can
organize it afresh towards a new object or goal.
(Bowlby , 1961 , p. 335 )

(4) The final phase of grieving is one of reorganizatíon,

founded upon a reality-based acceptance of the loss and its
permanence. The bereaved person then gradualty resumes a

normal but often radically changed life style.

There is, however, a tendency for bereaved individuals

to deny or abort the expression of the pain of their grief,

(3)



fearing its intensity and their own

logical or morbid grief reactions

grief response becomes distorted.
1965; Parlces , 197 2; Vachon, 197 6 ¡

1982)

2 z2'.8

The phenomena of pathorogical or morbid grief has been

described in the works of Freud (19171¡ Lindemann (1944\,

Parkes (1972 ) and Raphael ( 1 983 ) . Raphael's categori zaLíon,

which is quite representative of the Iiterature generally,

follows herein

2B

loss of control. Patho-

occur when the normal

(Lindemann, 1 944; Gorer,

Raphael, 1983¡ Worden,

Pathological or Morbid Grief Reactions

Raphael ( 1 983 ) identifies five pathological patterns of

conjugal bereavement.

First, there is absent grief where the bereaved indi-
viduar shows no response to the death of the partner, acting
as if nothing has happened.

Delayed grief is another pathological

related to the avoidance of the pain of

of a loss of emotional control.

pattern which is
the loss or a fear
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rnhibited qrief shows itself when the grief response isminimized or short-lived in comparison to the intensity ofthe rost relationship. This partiar grief response keeps apartial denial 0f the ross arive, maintaining an unwilring_
ness to rerinquish the former rerationship through thegrieving process.

The 
is characterized by apreponderance of one prominent aspect of grief such asongoing and extreme anger or guirt to the excr-usion of

sadness and all other normal grief responses.

The final pathological pattern described by Raphael isthat of chronic grief. The bereaved person continues to beas severely grief_stricken, as one would expect of a newly
bereaved individual, for months and years beyond the death.
rn chronic grief' Raphaer suggests the widow or widower

seems to maintain their relationship to their spouse by
keeping their grief al-ive and a part of their own tife.(Raphael, 1 983 )

Ar-1 the availabre literature reviewed suggests that
such pathologicar- responses result from the bereaved, sinhibition to engage in or proceed through the normal grief
response. As such, grief may never resolve. Schneiderman



(1979) suggests that "hidden grief
changes form" (p. 7g).

ïnterestingly, parkes (1972)
logical grief responses

differ in intensity and duration from the moreusual reactions to ¡åreàrrÀ*"nt, ."rf.in-äsp"cts ofwhich may be exaggerated or distorted, they do notdiffer in kind. ¡ó. 11il
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never goes away, it just

2:2:9

The

reaction

and Rees

notes that while patho_

normality of hallucinations in
has been demonstrated in studies
(1973).

Rees (1973) defined "hallucinations,, to incl_ude,,a
sense of the presence of the dead person,, in addition to
visual, auditory and tactire hallucinations. Rees, study of
293 bereaved individuars found harlucinations to be a common
experience after widowhood affecting 508 of the men and
45'BB of the women. The halr-ucinations occur irrespective
of sex, creed. or domicile. They do not affect overt beha_
viour and they tend to disappear with time. There is no
evi-dence of associated illness or abnormarity to suggest

a normal grief
by Marrls ( 1 958 )
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that the hallucinatíons are abnormal features. They are
more common in peopre whose marriages v/ere happy and who had
chirdrenr âs well as in peopre able to integrate the exper_
ience and to keep it secret. Most peopre reported that they
felt they were herped by their harrucinations. Those reast
likely to perceive harrucinations are those widowed below
the age of 40.

such hallucinations, compounded with an elderry widow,s
acceptance of sociar stereotypes associating aging with
senilityr could do much to undermine an elderly widow,s
confidence in her own mental- competence. Normalizing such
grief experiences is vastly reassuring to bereaved indi_
viduals' (Fleming, 1 gB5; Freese, 1977; Gramrich, 1g74;
Glick, Weiss & parkes , 1974, in the forward by Gerald
Caplan )

2:2:1 0

Factors affecting

have been a concern of

Determinants

Studies (Maddison & Raphael, 1

found one significant determinant

.

of Grief

the outcome

research.
of conjugal bereavement

975i Raphael, 1977:. have

to be the nature and

High l-evels of ambiva_



Ience or dependence

greater problems in

¡ at or around
the time of deathr âIso adds to the stress experienced bybereaved persons and heightens the risk of morbidity.
(Maddison & I,üalker , 1967 ; parkes , 1972; Maddison, 197 4a,
1974b; Maddison & Raphaei- 1975¡ Vachon et a1., 1982)
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the pre-existing relationship create
grÍeving process.

in

the

__are another consideration in
the outcome of conjugal bereavement. parkes (1g72) in his
study of younger bereaved individuals found that sudden,
unexpected deaths that are perceived as being untimery are
more rikely to be associated with pathol0gical 0utcomes. rncontrast, clayton, Halikas, Maurice and Robins (1973) found
no difference in outcome at one year between eJ_derly be_
reaved individuars who had experienced anticipatory grieving
(i'e' having time to psychol0gically prepare for the death)
and those who had not. Further, Gerber, Rusalem, Hannon,
Battin and Arkin (1975) found that a spouse,s chronic fatal
illness of more than six months'i duration, predisposed the
elderly bereaved to poorer medical adjustment. It was hypo_
thesized that many widows had neglected their own hearth
during the time of their spouse,s i1lness, resulting in

den and unanti_
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their own deteriorated condition following the death. These
divergent findings about the rerevance of anticipatory grief
indicate that this area of enguiry requires further study.

_--v svq Çr¡ Lrrct L cOmptf Catethe grieving process incrude suicide (Raphael, lgBo; worden,

that compli

1982) and situations where the body is not found or recover_
ed (RaphaeI, i 980 ) .

which the maritaf couple is another
factor identified by Lopata (1g73a) as relevant to the

wife role

bereavement outcome. women over 50 years of age whose
identity was largely vested in the wife role and who shared
most activities wlth their husbands, experienced a greater
degree of disorganization upon bereavement.

*.= the most significant factor
re-lated to bereavement outcome in studies by Maddison and
warker (1967), Maddison (1974a, 1974b), Maddison and Raphaet
(1975) and vachon et al. (1980, 1gg2). rn the Maddison and
walker (1967 ) study, those wi.dows who perceived their sociar-
network as nonsupportive during the bereavement crisis were
the ones who proved to have poor bereavement outcomes.
These widows reported disappointment with the tack of

and the extent to
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practical assistance and encouragement that was forthcoming

from their social network, which they viewed as actively
unhelpful, The relevance of a supportive social network is
further borne out in the success of vachon's et ar. (1980)

widow-to-widow intervention. This two-year controlled study

demonstrated that partícipation in the widow-to-widow inter-
vention accelerates the widow's progress through "the path-

way of adaptation". (Vachon, 1980, p. 13BO)

222:11

Theories about the length of time one grieves folrowing

a bereavement have altered radically over time. fnitially,

Lindemann, operating on a "crisis model" of intervention,

suggested that a normal grief reaction could ordinarily be

resolved with eight to ten interviews over a four to six

week period. (Lindemann, 1944l,

Length of Grieving

studies of conjugal bereavement by Glick, weiss and

Parkes (1974)suggest that although the most severe pangs of
grief occur within the first two to five weeks folrowing the

death, "even a year after a major bereavement grief is still
prominent" (Glick, Weiss & parkes | 1974, p. 1 0). parkes

(1972) suggests that the bereaved individual must pass

through at reast one year of birthdays, horidays and anni-



versaries without their
Grief may even be evoked

of a photo or possession

of an anniversary date.

Gerald Caplan,

Parkes (1974) book,

that while he initial
resolved within six

Iieved more realistic
ttwe no\¡r realize that

work of mourning for
their lives." (Gtick

spouse before

years later by

of the deceased

in

The

the forward to GIick, Weiss and

First Year of Bereavement, relates

grief can

the chance

or on the

Iy held the belief that grief could be

weeks (the crisis model), he now be-

estimates would be in terms of years.

most widows continue the psychological

their dead husbands for the rest of

et al. 1974, p. viii)

Stephen Goldston

at the U.S. National

that "it is becoming

for grieving" ( Joyce,
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resolve.

finding

occasion

, director of the Office of Prevention

Institute of Mental Health, concludes

clear that there is no strict timetable

1984, p. 421 .

2:2:12

WhiIe greater attention has

subj ect of grief and .bereavement

"grief in elderly people has been

Bereavement in Later Life

been focused upon the

over the past 25 years,

studied scientif ically



only on a few

inconsistencies in

An issue most considered in
younger or older bereaved persons

their grief through emotional or

through the somatization of their

occasions" (Gramlich,

these findings.

Bowlby (1980) and Clayton (1979) suggest that although

arl widows and widov¡ers suffer from significant depressive

symptoms in the first year of bereavement, young widows and

widowers have more physical distress than the elderry be-

reaved.

1974,

the literature is whether

are more prone to manifest

psychiatric disorders, or

grief.
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p. 65) with

rn contrast, studies by stern, wirliams and pardos

(1951), Parkes (1964), Maddison (1974a), Gramlich (1974) and

Wiener , Gerber , Battin and Arkin ( .197 5 ) aI I reveal the

opposite finding; that the elderly are more apt to channel

their grief experiences into somatic complaints.

A third differing viewpoint results from a longitudinal
study by Heyman and Gianturco (19731. This study suggesLs

that the elderly adapt to the death of a spouse in a manner

characterized by: (1) emotional stability, (2) stable social



network, (3) few life
health deterioration.

such divergent findings suggest a demonstrated need forfurther scientific enquiry into the area of grief and theelderly. while the need for further research is indicated,
concerns about the type of research to be done represents asecond issue apparent in the more recent gerontorogical
literature.
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changes, and (4) only time_related

Researchers with a feminist perspective express grave
concerns over the rack of research focus on er_derry women inthe gerontological 

r- iterature . ( Br_ock, Davidson & Grambs ,1981¡ Burwell, 1gB2; Conrad I lgl|i Nett , 1gL2b) Researchrelated to erderry bereaved. women is even more scant.

Eichler
is not ttgoodtt

distorts what

For exampre, sexism creeps into gerontol0gical research
when elderly males and females are treated from an andro_
centric perspective (¡ichler , 1gB4) and are grouped together
in research as t'the elderly,, or ,,senior citizens,, without
regard of their sex.

(1984) suggests that the
research because it has a

it cl-aims to observe and

most current research

sexist bias and "it
explain" (p. 35).
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Activist Tish Sommers (1976) suggests that such re-
search practices mask the "tremendous differences between

the sexes and above aII obscure how much aging is a woman's

issue" (p. 15).

A dramatic Canadian example of this sort of sexist

research is put forth by Louj-se Dulude in Women and Aging: A

Report on the Rest of Our Lives (1 978).

this 1978 report that neither statistics canada's data on

low income families and individuals nor the Federal Health

and werfare Department, which has been administering the old

Age Security and Guaranteed Income Supplement for more than

25 and 1 0 years respectivery, are capable of providing

information on their clients or recipients by sex. As a

result, government was ignorant of the dire financial pliqht
of elderly women, mostly widows.

These social realities have come to light with the

aãvent of the feminist perspective in the research process

engendered by the women's Movement, and conducted by female

researchers cognizant of women's issues and women's reali-
ties.

Dulude relates in

The facts spoke for themselves. There were

more women than men who were over 60, single,

three times

widowed, ot



divorced I
the Status

of widows

erty. " (c

1983 ).

iving in poverty.

of Women, Fact

and single women

.A.C.S.W., Women

This clearly

issue, and how the

these significant

realities could no
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(Canadian Advisory Council on

Sheet #2, 1977 ) "Seventy percent

aged 75 and over Iive in pov-

and Pensions: Women in poverty,

demonstrates how poverty is a women's

feminist perspective in research brought

findings to bear so that these social

Ionger be ignored.

Margaret Conrad suggests that:

The failure to examine systematically gender
differences over time has resulted in a "half-
historyil of aging and the substitution of half-
baked generalizaLions for concrete evidence when
questions relating to elderly women are raised.(Conrad, 1982, p. 216)

The need for the feminist perspective in gerontological

research to more accurately reflect the particular needs and

issues of elderly women is apparent. (Beeson, 1975; payne &

Vlhittington, 1976; Posner, 1980; Block, Davidson & Grambs,

1981 i Conrad , 1982; Nett , 1982a; Burwell, 1982, 1984i

Eichler, 1984)



Sexist research serves tostructures (Eichler , léAÃ,research from _sexism, then,of the fiqhr for 
"qú"iii;1984, p. iel

rn conclusion, researchers with a feminist perspective
have demonstrated that not until a comprehensive body of
feminist research exists, can we trury identify the distinct
needs of elderly v/omen (mostly widows) as compared to those
of elderly meni and onJ-y then can i^re hope to best address
each of their respective needs and issues. This then is the
challenge to future gerontological research.

maintain sexist socialp. 36) . Freeing
is an integral .=p""É
for women. (Eichter,

40



2:3 CLTNTCAL TNTERVENTTONS WTTH GRÏEF

This second section of
briefly describe a variety of
specifically highJ_ighting their
in working with issues of grief.

clinical interventions to be reviewed wilr include: a
behavioural therapy, re-grief therapy, femi-nist counselling,
an array of right brain oriented adjunctive therapies, as
well as sociar interventions directed at enhancing the
social support availabre to bereaved individuals.

the lÍterature review wiII
therapeutic interventions,

relevance and applicability

2:3 :1

Behavioural approaches to
suggested by Ramsay and Happee

(1977) | Gauthier and pye (1g7g)
Stern (1981).
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Behavioural Therapy

One powerful and dramatic behavioural approach to
pathologicar grief is that of Guided confrontation Therapy,
G.C.T., (Ramsey & Noorbergen , 1gg1 ) . This therapy regards
the unresorved grief reaction as a phobic avoidance reaction
that needs to be extinguished. The therapy sessions are

pathological grief have been
(1977)¡ Gauthier and MarshaII

; and Mawson, Marks, Ramm and
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frequent, three 50 minute sessions per week, and are very

intensive.

having contracted these terms of therapy at the outset.

G.C.T. does not regard insight as a prerequisite to behav-

ioural change. Instead, it is
the patient of aII the painful facts of the loss and what

this loss means to the patient. "Denial in whatever form has

to be extinguished. " (Ramsey & Noorbergen | 1981 | p. 1 30 )

The aim of G.C.T. is to force the breakdown of the patient's

denial and to elicit the depression, guiIt, anger, anxiety

and full gamut of powerful emotions associated with normal

grief until these affects of grief are extinguished and

there are no further reactions to the loss.

The patient cannot escape from the sessions

a forced confrontation with

Every negative emotion that is connected with the
loss is carefully brought to the surface, and the
emotional outbursts that invariably follow are
prolonged as long as needed--drowning the patient
in tears--until the emotions are totalty extin-
guished and there are no more tears left. (Ramsey
& Noorbergent 1981, p. 15)

Given the intensity and power of the emotions elicited, this
therapy should only be conducted by highly skilled practi-

tioners with access to hospital admission if the patient's
condition or need for safety warrants.
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The hardest task in the final phase of G.C.T. is that
of r'letting go" of the deceased. This task, according to
Ramsey and Noorbergen, must be an absolute, active, verbar,
"good-bye" response if the grief process is to be resorved,
freeing the griever to once again re-invest i-n riving.

Ramsey and Noorbergen thus
Guided Confrontation Therapy in
patholoqical grief that has had
aspects.

2:3 -.2

Re-grief therapy was developed by Volkan and Showal-ter
(1 968 ) to treat patients with pathoJ-ogical grief reactions.

volkan (1975) delineates two consistent features of thepathol0gical grief response. one feature is an intelrectuar
ac_knowledgement of the loss, coupled with an emotional
denial of it, demonstrating an operative splitting mechan_
ism' The second feature is unconscious or unacknowredged
ambivalence in the bereaved,s rel-ationship with the de_
ceased' Through re-grief therapy, patients are helped to
accept responsibility for the negative aspects of their

Re-Grief Therapy

claim success in usíng
treating patíents with
strong phobic avoidance



ambivalence. According to
grief therapy:

is to help the patient bring into consciousness
. his lor her] memories and the experiences he

lor she] had with lthe deceased], in order to test
them against reality, to accept with affect--
especially appropriate anger--what has happened,
and to free himself Ior herself] from excessive
bondage to the dead. (Volkan, 1975, p. 334)

Re-grief therapy is an intensive, short-term inter-
vention, with the patient being seen four times a week over

two to three months. Feelings of transference are discour-

aged and "are quickly interpreted in order to prevent their
ripening" lVo1kan, 1975, p. 339).

Volkan (19751,
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the goal of re-

The initial phase of re-grief therapy is the "demarca-

tion" phase. (Volkan & Showalter, 1968) Through the examin-

ation of a photo of the deceased and a nondirective history

taking, the therapist initiates the building of "boundaries"

between the patient and the deceased. circumstances of the

death are also explored.

The therapist then focuses on the patient's "Iinking
objects". "Linking objects" are objects that the bereaved

invests "with magicar and symboric powers that permit a link
with the dead" (Volkan, 1975, p. 336). Linking objects
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might incrude an item of the deceased,s personal jewelry orcJ-othing, a photograph of the deceased, or an object rike acamera, associ-ated with a favoured hobby of the deceased.
The therapist uses discussion about and the handl_ing of'rlinking objects' to stimurate memories and the emoti_onarreliving of experiences. The patient,s dreams and fantasiesare also examined for this purpose.

when the therapist feers the timing is right, thepatient's splitting mechanism is chalrenged and they areasked how they became a\^/are that the dead person was nolonger alive. This question often stimulates a re_evalu_
ation of reatity and a "disorganization phase,, lvor-kan,1975' p' 339) ensues- patients may reguire hospitalization
at this time.

The final

come to see why

Commonly, they

or the deceased

Having moved through
bereaved comes to an
affective acceptance of

phase of treatment is reached when patients
they coul_d not permit the deceased to die.
either wanted or needed something from them
represented a part of themselves.

the re-grief
intet l-ectual

his loss,

processr wherein the
as well as emotional/
the therapist often



accompanies the patient on

this reality.

The therapist "then helps the patient direct his [or
herl energies to new objects" (Volkan, 1975, p. 339) as the

"re-grief" therapy process is completed. It is advised that
re-grief therapy should only be conducted by highly skilled
practitioners who can ensure their patients' safety with

hospital admission should the situation warrant.
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a graveside visit to concretize

2 z3:3

Feminist counserling is not an intervention specific to

grief, but is rather an approach with certain premises,

attitudes and values that can be used to sensitively broach

any life concern, including that of grief. An explanation

of the feminist counselling approach, as offered by Heren

Levine (1983), follows.

Feminist CounselLinq

Feminist counselling "is an approach geared to releas-

ing the energies and abilities of women to change their

Iives individually and collectively" (Levine, 1983 r p. B1 ).

UnIike more tradiLional models that are pathology focused,

the feminist counselling approach focuses upon a growth

orientation. The presenting problem is not defined j-n terms
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of individual pathology, but is rather seen as a product of
women's oppressed position in the social, political, and

economic spheres of society. "Consciousness-raising is at

the heart of feminist counselIing." (Levine, 1983, p. B0)

This is a process of helping heighten the individual womanrs

av¡areness that her personal conditions and problems are

representative of the conditions and problems of women gen-

eralry in society, and that the solution to these concerns

lies with individual and collective social political action

for change.

connection between the personal and the political realms of
experience, consciousness-raising also plays an important

role in reinforcing the validity of the individual woman's

personar experiences within our largery male-defined

soc iety .

In addition to helping the woman make this

Feminist counselling thus stresses herping the indi-
vidual to reclaim their personal strengths and change their
circumstances, rather than hetping them to "adjust" to

harmful pre-existent situations that motivated them to seek

support in the first place.

emphasis upon ttchanget' rather than ttadjustmentrr, is another

divergence from the traditional therapeutic model.

The feminist counselling
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Another point of departure from the more traditional
model is the nature of the herping relationship within the

feminist counselling approach. The helping relationship is
regarded as a rerationship of equals wherein reciprocity and

mutuality are shared. This concept is again diametrically
opposed to the power imbalance inherent in the more tradi-
tional type of expert/therapist - sick/patient relationship.
The herping rerationship within the feminist counselring

approach provides for "conscj-ous reciprocal learning between

Lhe counsellor and the consumer" (Levine, 1983, p. BZ),

through which authentic, mutual trust and respect grow. In

such a relationship the counserror manifests openness, and

uses personal self-disclosure if it has relevance to the

crient's circumstance. since the client is deemed to be the

expert about their own experiences, the client controls
their own process in this relationship. This too is con-

trary to the more traditional therapeutic models where the

"expert" therapist activery directs the therapeutic process

on the presumption that he or she best knows what the client
needs. From this it is evident that Guided confrontation

Therapy and Re-grief Therapy, previously described, are of

this more traditionar vein, and as such are antitheticar to
the values and attitudes of feminist counselling.
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FinalIy, feminist counselling also focuses upon helping

women reassess the importance and value of developing rela-
tionships with other women. Through such relationships
\¡¡omen can curtivate opportunities to grow and change,

through a network of mutual support and a locus for collec-
tive action.

rt shourd be noted however, that the primary underlying

basis of feminist counselling is that of respect. Levine

( 1 983 ) cautions that:

if a feminist analysis of women in society is not
connected to a fundamental respect for the con-
sumer in relation to where she is, what she wants,
how she works best at coping, moving oûr making
changes, then there can be no worthwhile process
or product. (p. B0)

rt is this fundamental and deep respect for the crient and

the client's own process, coupled with the reciprocal nature

of the herping rerationship and its growth orientation, that
make. the feminist counselling approach a sensitive, helpful
and healing one when working with issues of grief.
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Brain research of the past 1 5

we humans are really ttof two mindstt

(1977), Bolen (1979l., Ferguson

relate the significance of this

nicht Brain Adjunctive Therapies

human psychology and learning.

is divided into two hemispheres, termed the "left brain" and

the rfright brain". Each hemisphere has a different rore in

In essence, this research relates that the human brain

our functioning.

braint',

years has discovered that

. Ornstein (1972ì., Fagan

( 1 980 ) and Buzan ( 1 983 )

contains our speech centres, and uses the logic
and reasoning of linear thinking It
focuses on what is tangible and measurable
The left hemisphere sees the "bits" or "parts" and
the cause-and-effect relationships between them,
rather than the whole interacting picture.
The right cerebral hemisphere is quite different:
Images rather than words are its tools. It knows
through intuition what the totatity of a picture
is. The "right brain" can contain ambiguities and
opposites. It takes in the whole of an event at
once, rather than focusing on a detail or part.
The right hemisphere compares through metaphor
rather than measurement. (p. 7-B)

finding in the fields of
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According to Bolen

The right brain is also associated with emotional

experiencing .åa expression, rhythm, music, images, dream-

(1979), the "left
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ing, imagination, day dreaming, colour, and dimension,

(Fagant 1977; Buzan,1983). Ferguson (1980) notes that "the
right brain completes the gestalt. It is whole-making,

holistic." (p. 7B)

rt is these right brain functions of affective expres-

sion, imaging, intuitive knowing and holistic closure that
make interventions geared toward the ri-ght brain particu-
Iarly useful with grief i especially when one considers the

great importance in grief work of compreting the gestalt of
ttunf inished business" .

This section witr briefry highright five adjunctive

therapies that elicit right brain functions and that have

relevance as interventions with grief. These will include

gestalt therapy, psychodrama, Progoff 's Intensive Journal

Process, hypnosis and phototherapy.

According to Frederick Perls

technique of Gestalt Therapy:

A. Gestalt Therapy

is to establish a continuum of a\^¡areness. ThÍs
continuum of awareness is required so that the
organism can work on the healthy Gestalt prin-

(1980), its founder, the



ciple: that the most important unfínished situa-
tion will always emerge and can be dealt with. (p.
s1 )

rn grief interventions, the most important unfinished

situation is often the "unfinished business" or unresolved

issues that exist between the deceased and bereaved indi-
vidual. (Kubler-Ross, 1 969; Yablonsky, 1976)

A Gestalt technique useful in facilitating the comple-

tion of 'runfinished business" is that of role-playing within
the context of what ís commonry termed "the empty chair
technique" ( Zinker , 1977 , p. 1 50 ) . In this technique the

client is asked to express what he needs to say to the

deceased who is visualized in an empty chair facing the

client. once the client has said what needs to be said, the

client is then asked to move to the empty chair and to

respond as the deceased.
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switching back and forth between the chairs. This technique

provides the vehicle for the unfolding of the Gestalt

premise that there is a natural "tendency of unfinished
situations to complete themselves" (perIs, 1 980, p. 280 ).
It is important that unfinished situations in grieving, and

in living generally be completed, for "if you resentr yoü

can neither let go nor have it out" (Perls, 1969r p . 4gl.

You become stuck in your pain.

A dialogue evolves with the
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Thus, this Gestalt technique allows the bereaved

individual the opportunity to complete their "unfinished
business" with the deceased, enabling them to achieve

holistic crosure in thís rerationship in the here and now.

With such a completion of their unfinished Gestalten, the

bereaved individuar can then withdraw their emotional

attachment from their relationship with the deceased,

complete their natural grieving process and be freed to
re-invest in living.
rational, Iogical, Iinear, left brain oriented intervention

could not offer the bereaved.

It is important to note however that the essence of

Gestalt is the continuum of awareness in the here and now,

and not the Gestalt techniques. (perls, 19771 The "empty

chair" technique in and of itself is no more t'Gestalt

therapy" than "Gestalt therapylr is an empty chair. Gestalt

techniques are a means to an end (awareness) and are not an

end in themselves. Such techniques applied without regard

to the specific situatíon and the individual's need of the

moment are simplistic, superficial, rnechanical and unauthen-

tic.

This is a possibility that a more

A Gestalt therapist does not use techniques; he
Ior she] applies himself Ior herself] in and to a
situation with whatever professional skill and



Iife experience he [or she] has accumulated and
integrated. There are as many styles as there are
therapists and clients who cliscover themselves and
each other and together invent their relationship.
(PerIs, 1977, p. 223)

Through this relationship and the continuum of aware-

ness that is fostered, clients are provided an opportunity
to complete their "unfinished business" in the here and now.

Psychodrama is an action-oriented, adjunctive, group

therapy process devel-oped by Jacob L. Moreno in 1922. A

psychodrama consists of three phases: ( 1 ) the warm up, (21

the action, and (3) the sharing session. (Mclean, 1968)

B. Psychodrama

In psychodrama the Protagonist (who is the focus of the

psychodrama) is guided by the Director (who is responsible

for the completion of the therapeutic enactment) through

significant life situations of his or her past, present or

future. Auxiliary egos from the group play the roles of

those who are not present. (lrlclean, 1968) The structure and

direction of the psychodrama emerge from an attunement with

the specific needs of the individual in a particular situa-
tion at a given moment in time. (Siroka & Schloss, 1968)

54
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Elements of psychodrama usually include the use of

auxiliary egos, role playing, role reversals and doubling.

Yablonsky (1976) notes that similar elements are found in

Gestart therapy with one important difference. rn Gestalt

therapy the roles are never played by other persons as they

are viewed as projections of the patient. psychodrama,

however, regularly uses auxiliary egos to play the roles of

those not present, with one exception. pslrchodrama dealing

with issues of grieving is very similar to Gestalt therapy

in that they commonly use "the empty chair technique"

(McIean, 1968i Starr,
symbolic representation of the deceased (Abraham, 1973¡

Kaminski, 1 981 ) rather than using an actual person

(auxiliary ego).

The action orÍentatj-on of psychodrama involves the

participants both in mind and body, exerting an influence on

their emotional, cognitive and behavíouraI aspects. Through

tfiis holistic involvement

1977 ) or an interaction with a

the ttmake-believe processtt
patient becomes involved and
and act the way he lor she
situations. (Starr, 1977, p.

disappears as the
begins to think, feel

I does in actual life
s)
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Thus psychodrama affords its participants the oppor-

tunity to re-create the pastr or to rehearse present or

future situations as they wish them in the here and now.

(Yablonsky, 1976; Starr, 1977)

Abraham (1973) suggests that psychodrama has rarely

been used to help humankind in their ability to face death

due to social attitudes that render death a taboo subject.

The usefulness of psychodramatic techniques in dealing with

the subject of grief and death, however, have been supported

by I'lcI,ean (1968), Moreno (19731 t Abraham (1973\, Yablonsky

(1976) and Kaminski (1981).

One psychodramatic intervention to facilitate the

emoti-onal withdrawal from the deceased and to free the

bereaved individual for rerations with the riving, is the

"good-bye technique", described by Robert C. Kaminski (1981 )

to resolve famiry grief. Kaminski utilized this technique

during the enactment phase of a family psychodrama.

This rrgood-bye technique":

1) has the bereaved individual address the deceased
person with a remembrance she/he has about him/
her, be it positi-ve or negative,
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then has the Director instruct the bereaved indi-
vidual to tell the deceased whether he/she wiII be
missed, and

2)

3 ) finally, the Director instructs the bereaved indi-
vidual to make a clear "good-bye" statement to the
deceased.

This "good-bye technique" was designed:

1) "to heighten
facilitating
110), and

2)

A second psychodramatic intervention related to grief

and these same goals is described by Ada Abraham (19731.

Her intervention is a variation of the "magic shop techni-

que" (Starr, 1977, p. 133). Abraham, as director of the

psychodrama, worked with a bereaved woman whose wish it was

to have her brother alive. He had disappeared during World

War II and was presumed to have died at Auschwitz. The

\¡Ioman could never reconcile herself to his Iikely death.

The Director asked her questions, in the present tense,

about her brother and what he is now doing, thereby inviting

the woman to create her wish of having her brother alive.

Having let her relish this fantasy in which she shared all

about the family, children and life she imagined for her

to structure a final "good-bye" so that the
emotional termination of a significant part of
their relationship as they knew it coutd occur.

the emotional impact and work toward
a catharsis" (Kaminski, 1981 | p.
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brother now, the magic-shopkeeper (the Director) then

collected the price for this wish. "Come on, lay some

flowers on his grave, this is the prJ-ce." (Abraham, 1973, p.

BB) with the support of the Director and the group, the

woman was then able to "find" her brother's grave, and to
lay him to rest; something that she had not been able to do,

emotionally, in over 30 years.

The above interventions demonstrate the value of

action-oriented, holistic, psychodramatic techniques with

issues of grieving; especiarry where the emotionar component

of grief has been stuck, due to "unfinished business" or has

been frozen through denial.

The Intensive Journal Process

Progoff in 1966 with the basic text
nal Workshop, first published in 1975

c. Intensive Journal Process

The Intensive Journal Process can

the contexts of a Ieadered workshop

people, under the individual guidance of

this skill r oÍ by oneself, once one has

que. In every instance, the Intensive

was developed by lra

for its use, At a Jour-

be conducted within

with a room full of

a 'person trained in

learned the techni-

Journal Process can



be an entirely
personal growth

(1)

(2',)

private undertaking.

with potential benefits

self-balancing, especially at times
transition, and

life-integration, if one engages
over time. (Progoff, 1975\

Twilight Imaging) and free-flowing, unconscious Journal

recording and feedback, one reaves their everyday conscious-

ness behind and travels "down into the well of our lives to

work in the deep places of the underground stream" (Progoff,

1975, p. 2851. Tapping this weII allows one to access all
people, of all places, through all time. It is this feature

of the Intensive Journal Process that has particular rele-
vance to interventions with gríef. As such, the Intensive

Journal Process allows an individual to dialogü€r through

their Journal, with anyone with whom they have "unfinished

business" in the here and now, regardless of whether that

Through a process of meditation, contemplation (termed
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fosters holisticIt

for:

of crisis and

it continuously

person is living or dead.

individual an opportunity to complete their "unfinished
business" with the deceased so that they then can withdraw

their emotional attachment from that relatíonship and be

freed to re-invest in living.

This permits the bereaved
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As Progoff notes in quotinq from the motion picture, I
Never Sang for My Father, "Death ends a life, but it does

not end a relationship" (Progoff, 1975t p. 164\. Relation-

ships between people have a life of their own, irrespective
of the dimensions of time and space. The Tntensive Journal

Process allows us to explore those relationships of inner

significance to us until their natural demise, when our

Gestalten is complete and we have no .further need for
engagement.

Success using hypnosis as

interventions with grief was

Fleming, a psychologist, ât The

Conference on Palliative Care,

October 7,1985.

D. Hypnosis

Dr. Fleming uses hypnosis on clients with grief-related

problems, wherein they have disassociated from the affective

component of their grief and are feeling stuck in a state of

inhibited grief. Fleming hypnotizes these clients to

achieve an altered state of consciousness in which the emo-

tional affect of their grief response becomes accessible,

and abreaction is forthcoming. Their grief work is address-

an adjunctive therapy in

reported by Dr. Stephen

First Canadian National

in Winnipegr Manitobar oD
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ed in this altered state with Fleming,s direct, verbar
suggestion that the crients @ arr that has
transpired within the session when they return to their
normal state of consciousness. rn this wây, peopre who have
inhibited their emotional response to their grief for fear
of losing personar contror, fear of rosing their attachment
to the deceasedr or whatever reason, are freed to grieve
furly in the safety and confines of the therapy session.
They are thus able to work through and resorve their grief
through the therapeutic use of hypnosis.
results have then carried over into these clients, everyday
lives, demonstrating the effectivness of hypnosis as an
adjunctive therapy in interventions with grief.

E.

Phototherapy is not a therapy onto itself, butrather a methodology.applicable -to any theory orapproach it- is'ån open-ended cårtection ofmethods that 31I"y therapists and clients accessto previously blocked 
";;å; gf reerinõs] tnoushts,attitudes, memories, 

"*p".iati_oñs;-;i¿:,, that hadotherwise been unavaitaËte through ordinary verbalmeans of counselling. (weiser, lõgS, p. 12)

PhototheraÐv

Phototherapy usually involves the client in an expJ-ora_
tion of one or more of the following: historical/biographi_
ca1 albums, photo-taking assignments by the client, photos

These positive
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of the client by others, self-portraits, photos selected by

the client, videotapes and darkroom work. (I,ieiser, 1985;

Krauss, 'l 9B3A; Krauss & Fryrear, 1983 )

Phototherapy's orientation toward the visual, non-

verbal, metaphorical/symbolic, right brain type of accessing

of information, stimulates clients to respond in less

guarded, more intuitive and emotional ways. (V,leiser, 1985;

Krauss, 1 9B3B)

The efficacy of using photos and phototherapy in

working with issues of loss, endings and grief has been

espoused by Lewis and Butler (1974), vorkan (1975) | wikler
(1977 | , Ramsey and Noorbergen ( 1 981 ) , Krauss and Woldt

(1983) and Reid (1985).

specific functions of phototherapy, rerated to issues

of loss and grief, include:

1) Evoking, in the present, the memories, emo-
tions, and the feeling/ state experienced at
the time of the photo, in the past. (Volkan,
1975; Krauss, (19834); and Weiser, 1985)

This function

client's acceptance

is

of

very important

the emotional

in facilitating a

component of their
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grief, as evidenced in Volkan's Re-grief Therapy (1975\,

previously described in Section 223:2.

2l Eliciting perceptions, insights and attitudes
that were previously inaccessibte, through
the therapists sharing of the client's sym-
bolic world, the visual metaphor that is the
photograph. (Krauss, 1 9B3A; Krauss, 1 9B3B;
Weiser, 1 985 )

3) Serving as a transitional vehicle in helping
people move through discussions of "there and
thentt, to discussions of concerns and issues
facing thern in the "here and nowrt. (Lewis and
Butler, 1974i Krauss and Fryrear, 1983)

Life Review Therapy (Lewis and Butler, 1974) uses

photographs as such a transitional vehicle in helping

elderly individuals come to terms with, and grieve for their
past, their losses and their own mortality.

4) Stimulating the exploration of issues of
"unfinished business", using the photograph
as a symbolic representation of the deceased.
( Volkan , 1 97 5', Wikler , 1 97 7 ¡ Ramsey and
Noorbergen, 1981i Reid, 1985)

As

oríented

working

evidenced above, phototherapy is a right brain

, adjunctive therapy that can be very useful when

with issues of loss and grief.
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One must be cautioned, however, that photography tech-

niques alone do not a therapist make. Such techniques are

empty and superficial without due consideration of the

nature of the client-therapist relationshipr and the vital

issues of trust and timing. ( Krauss and Woldt, 1 9 B3 ) .

Expanding on this, Judy Weiser (1985, p. 15) concludes:

Phototherapy is more a way of thinking than a set
of fixed techniques, a state of readiness to fulIy
comprehend the entirety of what passes by as com-
ments are mader âû ability to really hear what one
is listening to, for what it may reveal about the
person speaking, if only you are open to receiving
i{-tt

2:325

The final part of this section, Clinical Interventions

with Grief, deals with Social Interventions. By this I mean

interventions, primarily of a self-help nature, that are

directed toward helpíng bereaved individuals by enhancing

Social Interventions

the social support available

widow-to-widow peer counselling programs, and feminist

consciousness-raising groups will be examined as social

interventions intended to enhance the social support avail-

able to bereaved individuals.

to them. Self-help groups,



The impetus for the creation of self-help groups often

grows out of the need of individuals who have experienced a

bereavement to help others moving through a similar ross.

These groups are generally run by and for bereaved individ-
uals; some do maintain professional linkages for purposes of

consultation. Through their group meetings, members share

mutual support and friendship, the special empathy that can

come from someone who has shared a similar lossr âs well as

practical resource information. (Raphael, 1983 ) Research by

Bankoff, Bond and Videka (1980) suggests that people also

joín such groups seeking new social connections who could

give them support not available from family or friends after
the death of a spouse.

A. Self-HeIp Groups

6s

Two self-help organizations dedicated

bereaved individuals are:

1 ) The Society of Compassionate Friendsr âh
international organization for bereaved
parents, and

2l THEOS, Inc., a nation-wide
organization for the widowed.

to the needs of

American
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Research by Borman and Leiberman (1 981 ) that sent ques-

tionnaires to 721 members of a nation-wide self-help organi-

zation for the widowed, THEOS, with follow-up one year

Iater, illustrated the value of such involvements to some of

its members. Borman and Leiberman ( 1 981 ) found that former

members who had been actively involved with the organization

and currently felt no further need for participation, as

well as those who actively attended meetings and extended

their social networks through relationships with other

members, reported less depression, increased self-esteem,

and a lower use of psychotropic medication than did those

members who discontinued contact after one or two meetings,

or who actively attended meetings but did not extend their

social network through their membership. This study helps

to demonstrate the importance of social network support in
bereavement, and how self-help groups can provide for this
need.

Widow-to-widow programs are described

Phyllis Silverman (1974; 1977¡ 19821, Mary

(1980) and her colleague, Joy Rogers et aI

programs are viewed as a means of providing

support system" (Rogers, 1 980, p. 846l to

B. Widow-to-Widow Programs

in the l'¡orks of

Vachon et al.

. (1980). Such

"a transitional

newly bereaved



women faced with the role transition from that
ttwidov¡tt.

The widow-to-widow programs utirize the rife experience
of "widow contacts" (vachon, 1 980, p. 1 381 ) who are widows
who have resorved their own bereavements and have partici_-
pated in training sessions on bereavement, supportive coun-
selring, and community resources for widows. As such, the
widow contacts bring empathy, emotionar support, and practi-
car assistance to the newly bereaved women whom they visit.
sirverman notes that the widow contacts not only provide
emotionar support but also serve as positive role moders and

a bridge to the real world for the newly widowed. (silver-
man, 19821
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of "wifet'to

In a Canadian control

of self-help intervention,
that those receiving

followed the same general

control group but that

stages was accelerated by

widow program.

The extensive growth of other such

i9B0) and the results of this controlled

led study of a widow-to-widow type

Mary Vachon et aI. ( 1 980 ) found

the widow-to-widow intervention

course of adaptation as did the

their rate of achieving Iandmark

participation in the widow-to-

programs (Rogers,

study both demon-
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social

support

6B

the value of the wídow-to-widow type of program as a

intervention that provides a significant transitional
system to newly widowed women.

C. Feminist Consciousness-Raising Groups

. a process of realization, of making real in-
side the self an event that has already occurred
in reality outside. (Glicl<, 1974, p. B)

This is a definition of "grief" offered by Colin l'lurray

Parkes. In many vrays this definition also describes "con-

sciousness-raising", a tool of feminism, wherein women get

together in mutual support groups,

to search out the commonalities in women I s ap-
parently personal, individual experiences and to
trace their political roots in the social organi-
zation of women's lives in a male-dominated
society. (Greenspant 1983, p. 232)

Women in consciousness-raising groups, Iike widows, are

undergoing "a process of realization, of making real inside

lthe personal sphere] an event that has already occurred in

reality outside" Ithe political spherel. The "event" is the

"realizationil that women are indeed collective victims of

oppression in our male-dominated society. (Mander, 1974i

Havensr l9B0; Posner,1980, Richards, 1980; Conradr l982i
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Jagger, 1983) f,ike widows (Lopata, 1g7gl these women are
faced with the ross of their former assumptive worrds and
the task of reconstructing their self-identities in riqht of
this new realization.
consciousness-raising groups both face these same chal-
lenges, the consciousness-raising process courd potentiarry
be a hearing, growth experience for women undergoing either
a bereavement cri-sis and/or seeking personar deveropment, as
"therapy is
p. 37).

Research into the efficacy of consciousness_raising as
a social intervention in the crisis of bereavement is
lacking' one pioneering study, however, by caror Barrett
(1978) compared the effectiveness of a bereavement serf_help

'roup, 
a ttconf idantt' group, and a women,s consciousness_

raising group, in facilitating change in widows of aI1 ages,
in alr stages of widowhood, regardress of duration. Barrett
found that:

Given that widows and women in

a consciousness-raisj-ng process" (Mander, 1974,

life changes rvere significantry more positive inthe women's conscious-raising groups and post_testevaluations of, 
, the program by-these subjects weresisnif icantly hisher. (ÉarrelÉ ,-1'éil,'öl ,ol
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Such empi-rical findings r âs well as the positive

personal experiences shared by the women in the post-test

evaluation, demonstrate the significant value of conscious-

ness-raising groups as a social- intervention with widows.



2:4 THE ELDERLY

CONTEXT: TN TRIPLE JEOPARDY

To be bereaved in a death-denying society, old in a

youth-oriented society, and female in a male-dominated

society is to be in a position of triple jeopardy. This is

the lot of the elderly widow in Lhe North American social

context.

WTDOW WÏTHÏN
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THE NORTH AMERICAN SOCIAL

This section will provide an analysis of the status of

elderly widows within the North American social context from

a feminist perspective; feminism being broadly defined "as a

movement for the elimination of sex-based injustice"

(Richards, 1 980, p. 4) . This analysis will include an

examination of societal attitudes, beliefs and the stigmas

projected upon older women (most of whom are widows), as

weII as how these societal attitudes and beliefs manifest

themselves in the self-perceptions and social reafities

within the Iives of older v/omen.

The first stigmatized status to be explored here is

that of being bereaved in a death-denying society. Gorer

(1965) describes "the modern pornography of death" (p. 1751,

wherein like sex in the Victorian era, death has become the

unspeakable, taboo subject of our time. "Giving way to
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grief is stigmatized as morbid, unhealthy Iand] demorali-

zínT." (Gorer| 1965, p. 113) Pine (1980) attributes this
social attitude to modern socíety's institutionalization of

dying. No more do people commonly die at home with their
Ioved ones, but at nursing homes and hospital institutions.
As such, society encounters death first-hand much less

closely and this lack of familiarity with this part of the

life cycle engenders fear, uncomfortableness and an ignor-

ance of how to best .cope v¡ith the death experience. Being

as the majority of deaths occur amongst the elderly, the old

become associated with the stigma of death and hence are

devalued and avoided in our death-denying society. (Curtin,

1 972; Freese , 1 977 ¡ Levin and Levin, 1 980; Posner, 1 980 )

Widows, outnumbering widowers by nearly five to one in

Canada (Statistics Canada, 19821, bear the largest brunt of

this stigma.

social support during bereavement have contributed to

reaving bereaved individuars in an insecure and vurnerable

state, (Gorer, 1965; Parkes, 1972; Kavanaugh , 1977; De

Spelder & Strickland, 1983 ) Gorer (1965) and parkes (19721

indeed suggest that society's attitudes to death and griev-
ing contribute to the formation of morbid grief reactions.

I"lodern society's lack of normative guidelines and
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ïncreased pubtic education and awareness about death
and the natural grieving process are essentiar to create
hearthier sociar attitudes and greater social sensitivity
and support for bereaved individuals. (Kubrer_Ross , 1g6g¡
Raphael, 1 983; Fleming, 1 9g5 ) nfisabeth Kubler_Ross j-s a
foremost reader in this work of heightening pubric awareness
about issues of death, dying, and grieving through her many
books and recture presentations. Her workshops arso create
healing opportunities to deal with issues of loss within a
group context, for professionars and ray people alike.

Being ttoldtt and being "femalerr are two
tized statuses that j eopardize elderly widows
Dulude, 1978¡ Faulkner, 19BO¡ Havens,
Caravaglia, 1gB4; Nett, 1g}2b; payne & Whi
Posner, 1980 | 1984; preston, 1975) Each of
tized positions is powerful enough to bear,
consequences of being old and being female
twined and compounded in effect that they
with together.

The power basis of this double stigma
traditional socialization process. (Bardwick
Komisar, 1971¡ Sontag I j972; Faulkner, 1980;

further stigma-

. (Cohen, 1984¡

1 980; Lesnoff-

ttington, 1976i

these stigma-

yet the social
are so inter-
shall be dealt

lies within our

& Douvan , 1 971 i

Posner, 1984)
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In this process female children are taught that they

are valued for "being" good girls, good students, good wives

and mothers i in effect "being" in relation to the needs of

others. (Bardwick & Douvan, 1971 i Sontag | 1972; Posner,

1 980 , 1984\ Female children are also socialízed to believe

that women are valued for their physical attractiveness and

their young, beautiful bodies and that their roles in life

are to be:

1) sex objects, to secure a male partner
who will provide for them;

nurturers, to provide for the physical
and emotional needs of their male part-
ner, as weII as for the bearing and
raising of his children. (Komisar, 1971 i
Sontag, 1972i de Beauvoir, 1974i
Faulkner, 1980i Posner, 1 980, Levine,
1983)

2)

The socializaLion process for male children is differ-

ent, however, in that their physical attributes are not the

focus of attention. "Women are their bodies, men are their

accomplishments. " (Posner , 1984, p. 70 ) t'lale children are

socialized to believe that they are valued for "doing" and

they are encouraged to actively pursue objective accomplish-

ments in the wor1d. (Bardwick & Douvant 1971; Sontag, 1972i

Posner, 1980) As such, males go through life developing

skills, competence, and a personal sense of identity in the
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worrd through their work and vocational roles, vrhile females
are sociarized to adopt a derived status and a borrowed
sense of identity through the man to whom they are attached
through marriage. (posner, 1980)

While this type of homemaker/breadwinner marriage was
highry socially sanctioned and mutuarry acceptabre to the
marriage partners at the time, such arrangements herd
adverse consequences for both men and women given the
complementary nature of the narrowly-defined sex rores that
derimited both sexes from a more whore knowredge of their
total potentiatity and being. As the focus of this practi_
cum is upon elder]y widows, however, this paper sharr only
examine the psychosociar consequences of the traditional
social-ízaLion process upon women.

The majority of order women of today were a part of
such homemaker/breadwinner unions. rt is this generation of
women who are nov¡ most acutery experiencing the ,,d.ouble

whammy" (Posner, 1980) consequences of being o1d and of
being female in our mare-defined youth-oriented society

These consequences result from the traditional differ-
ences in the sociar-ization process of mares and femares. As
the male ages, his experience in the world and his accom-



plishments establish his self-identity and accrue to

social and economic powerr âs he increasingly becomes

socially valued and desirable with age.

The female, however, having been socialized to stake

her being on her physical attractiveness, becomes increas-

ingly Iess socially desirable and valued in our youth-

oriented society as her youthful looks fade with age.

Years pass, children grow up and move out on their own'

and the young wife and mother becomes "an older woman" who,

through the death of her spouse, often finds herself alone

for the first time in her life. Having derived her sense of

identity from being the wife of a particular man, and view-

ing her role in life as that of nurturer of her husband and

their family, the older woman is left both roleless and

without a sense of personal identity upon the loss of her

husband. (Lopata, 1973a)
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him

more

Kuypers and Bengtson (1973) suggest that at such times

of vulnerability, elderly individuals look outside them-

selves to the external world for cues regarding appropriate

behaviour. In our male-defined, youth-oriented society, the

cues that elderly women then encounter are powerfully nega-

tive sexist and ageist stereotypes of older women. (Payne &
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Whittington, 1 976; NuesseI, 1 982; Butler, 1982 ) Their

identifying with and integrating of these negative stereo-

types as a part of their identity, results in a greatly

devalued sense of self, and the development of an internal-
ized sense of incompetence termed the Social Breakdown

Syndrome. (Kuypers & Bengtson, 1973) ft is thus hypothe-

sized that negative societal attitudes and stereotypes of

elderly people generally, and elderly women in particular,

can dangerously impact upon the well-being and self-percep-

tions of these individuals.

While the death of her partner and her ensuing loss of

self-identity and role is most stressful, the elderly widow

is often faced with two other painful social realities
resulting from being a bereaved, older woman in our North

American socj-al- context. These are loneliness and poverty.

Loneliness is
eimost half of the

Ioneliness as their
third name it as

According to Lopata (

a maj or problem of elderlY widows.

widows in Lopata's study (1973a) Iisted

most seríous difficulty and another

the second area of greatest concern.

1973a)z

They are lonely
individual, a
Iove, (3) the

for the husband as:
unique person, (21

person making them

(1) a total
an object of

an object of



love, (4) a partner or companion in activities,
(5) an escort in couple-companionate interaction,
(6) "someone" with whom to ta1k, (7) a partner
within a division of labour within the home or
tying her to the economic où social world, (B)
t'someonett around whom work and time are organized,
and (9) "someone" around the house. (p. 178)

This is a very significant loss and one that is not

easily replaced in the world of elderly widows. Many

circumstances contribute to their plight.

In her study of elderly widows, Lopata (1973a) found

that those who were lonely or isolated lacked "the skirls,
money, health and transportation, for engaging or re-engag-

ing in society" (p. 277).

Lopata's study (1973a) also found that widows, feeling
Iike a "fifth wheeI" in their former couple-oriented

relationships, often abandoned these former friendships.
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The social world of the elderly widow is a shrinking

one in which the widow may have lost contact with old

friends through the life of her marriage or lost friends

through death. rn "The Meaning of Friendship in widowhood"

(1977 \ | Lopata writes that vromen were discouraged from

keeping in touch with old friends or from making nev¡ ones

during their marriage.



Women must "hang loose" in their relationships so
as not to interfere with their husband's career
and their shared social life. (Lopata, 1977, p.
9 4',)

This primary investment of women in the role of wife,

and their consequent exclusion from the role of friends j-n

the traditional socialization of women, results in their
lack of alternate significant attachments and support when

their spouse dies.

The chances of an elderly widow remarrying are rela-

tively slim as there are few eligible older men and they

tend to marry v/omen younger than themselves. According to

Statistics Canada (1982), 60.1t of all elderly women over 65

years are single (meaning never married, widowed or di-

vorced), while only 24.4ea of elderly men are in this same

circumstance. This means that many elderly women will be

without male partners.
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Many elderly wiclows, however, prefer it this vray.

Raphael ( 1 983 ) relates that while the young bereaved person

has a long future to look forward to and to plan for without

the deceased, the elderly widow views her life in terms of
tttime Ief ttr.

future-orient.ed while the older widow has little motivation

As such, the younger bereaved person is
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to relinquish her relationship with her former spouse ¡ ot to

invest herself in resocialization.

Neither siblings nor extended kin can be counted on to

assuage the older widowrs loneliness. In her study of older

widows, Lopata (197g) found "that assumptions of an extended

family network, actively exchanging supports . are not

borne out for any relatives, other than children" (p. 253).

Adult children, however, often try to mitigate the

loneliness of their elderly mother with more frequent visits
and telephone calls.

(1976) found that regardless of the intensity, "involvement

with ladult] children does not seem to be an effective
substitute or compensation for the lack of neighbors and

friends" (p. 179) in the morale of elderly widows.

One significant variable that does make a difference in

the lives of elderly widows is the presence of a confidant,

someone with whom they can share that which is most signifi-
cant to them. In their study of elderly persons, Lowenthal

and llaven ( 1 968 ) found that "an individual who has been

widowed within seven years, and who has a confidant, has

even higher morale than a person who remains married but

Iacks a confidant" (p. 271. This highlights what a critical

Significantly I a study by ArIing
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variable personal intimacy can be to adaptation in the later
years.

Given the increasing demographic prominence of erderly
women, mostly widows, and the painful and prominent features

of loneliness in conjugal bereavement, further research into
this aspect of the experience of elderly widows is warrant-

ed.

A second major concern of elderly widows is finances.

In Lopatars study (1973a1, "a third of the respondènts did

not know anything about the couple's finances when their
husband died" (p. 91 ). This was the result of a division of

Iabour that left finances in the male domain. As a conse-

quence, many of these elderly widows faced fear and uncer-

tainty about their financial security. They also v¡ere faced

with having to learn new skills and to assume greater

responsibilities at a time when they felt least prepared to

do so.

Such fears about financial security are realistic ones

in our patríarchal society, that underlines the devalued

status of elderly r,vidows by penalizing them with inadequate

pensions for having fulfilled the primary nurturing role in



the home that they \^/ere socialized to assume

today:

608 of single elderly women, four out of five of
them widows, are poor. Canada's public pension
plans (C/Qpp) pay 252 of preretirement earnings,
so that women, with lower pay than men throughout
their lives, continue to receive less in retire-
ment. l"lost employed women have no private pension
plans, and few widows receive any survivor bene-
fits from their husband's pensions. FulI time
homemakers are entitled only to benefits under the
Old Age Security/Guaranteed rncome Supplement
Program - which as the sole source of income
ensures a life of poverty. (Canadian Advisory
Council on the Status of women | 1984)

elderly widow's housing, nutrition, health care and

opportunities for re-socialization; aII of which greatly

impact upon the elderly widow's health and welI-being.

Atchley's (1975) study of widowhood in the later years,

views income inadequacy as a powerful factor predisposing

the widowed elderly to a lack of social participation,

rõneliness and anxiety. Atchrey recommends further research

investigation of the relationship between the importance of

income adequacy and the adjustment to widowhood Ín the later

years. Further research within our own Canadian context,

examining sex differences in respect to income adequacy and

the adjustment to widowhood in the later years, is also

needed.

Such poverty obviously Iimits the adequacy of the

B2

In Canada



consequences of being bereaved, ord and femare within the

North American social context. These social consequences--

To conclude,

such as a devalued social status, roreressness, a rack of a

personal sense of identity, Ioneliness, and poverty--can be

directry related back to the differential treatment of males

and females within the traditional social t-zaLion process.

this section has

This traditional socialization process has:

B3

examined the social

1. excluded death from
cyc1e, relegating it
to the realms of the
whenever possible;

limited v¿omen f rom having the
develop an independent status
their own right, by socializing
derived status and a borrowed
through the men to whom they are

2 prevented women from exploring alternate roles in
life outside the home sphere, thereby limiting
their potentiality in the broader world and con-
fining their role options to those of wives and
mothers; and

prevented women from having the opportunity to
establish an economic base in their own right
within the wage/Iabour market, thereby keeping
women in a financially dependent position in
relation to their male partners.

the fullness of the human life
and those associ-ated with itttuntouchablest', to be avoided

4.

As

woman of

a consequence of this socialization the elderly

today, having devoted herself to the nurturance and

opportunity to
or an identity in
them to adopt a

sense of identity
attached;
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care of her husband and family, and having dutifully ful-

filled the role in life that she was socialized to assume,

finds herself a victim in triple jeopardy--being bereaved,

old and female within the North American social context,

through no fault of her own. '

It is not the intent. of this paper to deride the nur-

turing role of vromen or to in any way indicate that the

erderry women of today made poor choices, but rather to show

how very limited their choices were due to the power of the

traditional socialization process. This process, however,

is the product of society and society can change, albeit,
often very slowly. Younger women of today wourd do welr to
Iearn f rom the experiences of these .older \^/omen who went

before them; and to exercise the greater options that the

younger women of today have, of which the older generation

of women could onry dare to dream. Then perhaps we courd

actualize Gray Panther, Maggie Kuhnrs suggestion that,

"young and old can and should work together for social
change.

exclusive. " (Seskin , 1980, p. 129)

This section

Advocate and Home

Their needs and their concerns are not mutually

both satirizes how

will close with a

Journal of June

our patriarchal

poem from The Farmers'

1 Oth, 1 91 0. This poem

government refuses to



acknovJledge women's socially valuable worl<

weII as pays tribute to the women of

titled,

She rose before daylight made crimson the east
For duties that never diminished
And never the sun when it sank in the west
Looked down upon work that was finished.
She cooked unending processions of meals,
Preserving and canning and baking,
She swept and she dusted
She washed and she scrubbed,
With never a rest for the taking.
A family of children she brought in the world
Raised them and trained them and taught them
She made all the clothes and patched, mended and darned
TiIl miracles seem to have wrought them.
She watched by the bedside of sickness and pain.
Her hand cooled the raging of fever.
Carpentered, painted, upholstered and scraped
And worked just as hard as a beaver.
And yet as a lady of leisure, it seems,
The government looks on her station
For now, by the rules of the census report
It enters her - "No occupationtt.
(Light and Parr, 1983, p. 189)

No Occupation

Ehat

in the home,

time. It
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This struggle for the

of women's work both in

market continues .

AS

r_s

This concludes the litera-ture

different perspectives on grj-ef,

social interventions with grief r âs

social recognition of the value

the home and in the wage/Iabour

review: An

of a variety

well as an

overview of

of psycho-

examination
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of the lives of elderly widows in the North American social

context, have been provided.

The practicum report, describing my experience of this
exploratory study of the bereavement experiences of elderly
widows, follows in the next section.

In this study, I have endeavoured to consider the

situation of the elderry widows within our social context

through a feminist awareness.

strives for the validation of the personal experiences of

aII womenr âs well as for the equality of interpersonal

relationships, I shall write of my experiences, and those of

the older v/omen who generously shared their bereavement

experiences for my learning, from a personal perspective.

As the feminist perspective



3:1 INTRODUCTION

Once upon a time , T chose to pursue a master's deqree

in Social Worl< to enhance my professional skills and effec-
tiveness. As issues of loss and grief and their effect upon

the human condition had intrigued me both personally and

CHAPTER III

PRACTTCUM REPORT

professionally through the years,

exploratory practicum study of conjugal bereavement with

older women.

I have had a most enriching practicum experience wíth

respect to honing my professional expertise. More signi-
f icantly to rtrêr however, was my learning that I was most

professionally skillful and effective when I was most per-

sonally myself.
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Further I came to discover that professional and

personal satisfaction and growth is readily available to

those who are open to the "magic" of relationship. This

"magic" is adroitly described by Kenneth W. Watson (1979) in

"SociaI Work Stress and Personal Belief".

I elected to conduct an



The magic I mean is that which occurs when people
truly touch each other and become a part of each
other's existence--the magic of relationship, the
magic of love, and the magic of knowing another
being and through that person and that experJ-ence
becoming more fully oneself.

The magic in social work comes not because we are
magicians and bring it about. It comes as a re-
sult of our genuine acceptance of the fact that
each of us is unique and- that in that uniqueness
lies the potential for inexplicable experiences.
The pursuit of magic lies in reaffirming our
humanity. (p. 12)

I have introduced my practicum report above in terms of

the "magic" of relationship because I accord great signifi-
cance and primacy to the relationship within the helping

context. I have come to believe that the helping relation-
ship itself is the heart of any significant, healing,

growth-stimulating intervention. In this practicum report I
shall rerate some of what r have rearned from and through

the older widows with whom I shared of the "magic".

BB

In this chapter the study

process will be described, and

emerged through this practicum

personal expressions of some of
practicum study are quoted

recording, and have been included

flavour of the interactions. The

, findings and evaluating

significant themes that

wiIl be illustrated. The

the widows within this
herein from the process

to add a sense of the

participants in this study
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will be termed "clients" when referred to v¡ithin the context

of the helping relationship for a lack of a more semanti-

cally accurate word.



3:2 THE STUDY

3 :2:1

This practicum was on exploratory study of conjugar

bereavernent with older women. The target population was

local wiclows of erderry men who had died within the Depart-

ment of Geriatric l"ledicine at the St. Bonif ace General

Hospital, in the 1 B month period preceding the start of this
practicum in July of 1984. Initially, introductory letters
were mailed to these widows inviting their participation in
the study. A copy of this letter is appended, (Appendix A).

The letter requested one interview in which the widow and r

would discuss her bereavement experiences, with the possi-

birity of meeting again if that was mutuarry acceptabre.

Initiation.of Study

Telephone follow-up to the introductory letter esta-

brished those women who were wilring to participate in the

study.
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By the end of

visit those widows:

1) whom I fel
di scus s ing
issues, and

the initial visit, I

t could benefit by
or acting upon

offered to again

having further support in
their bereavement-related



2l from whom I felt that I could learn more through the
further sharing of their bereavement experiences.

3:222 The Participants

A total of 12 widows agreed to participate in the

study. These vromen were visited in their own homes, with

some subsequent telephone contact l¡ith a few. Three more

widows, who chose not to participate in the study, partook

of some Iimited telephone contact.

The participants ranged in age from 50-78 years. Two

distinct age groups emerged. There were:

1) three women (252) in the 50-56 year old range, all
of whom had adult children and had worked in the
wage labour market at some point in their lives,
and

2', nine women (75%l in the 66-78 year old range.

AII but one of these widows had exclusively
i-nvested their labour in their families and/or
family businesses or farms.
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Three of the widows (252) spoke English secondary to

their native French language. Initially, these widows

expressed self-consciousness about their "broken English",
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but as the comfort of our relationship was established,

language ceased to be a concern and the dialogue flowed.

Contacts ranged between one and seven sessions, of

three and one-half hours Lo 20 hours duration.

Widows were nearly equally distributed between those

who were more recently bereaved (i.e. within the previous

five months ) , and those whose bereavements had occurred

within the preceding 12-18 months.

While the practicum was primarily conducted between

Jury and December of 1984, some continuing contact was

maintained with one woman over 22 months.

The widows v¡ere engaged at the point where they were at

in their own bereavement process. For some the interven-

tions focused upon the "grief work" , for others it was

Iooking more outwardly to the reconstruction of their lives
as single women.

32223 Practicum Obiectives

The objectives of the practicum were:
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1 ) to explore and to learn about the bereavement
experiences of elderly widows within our North
American social context, and

2l to provide bereavement follow-up to some elderly
widows to support and facilitate their grieving
process through the sharing of their experiences.

More specifíc obj ectives of this bereavement
f ollow-up \¡rere:

A. to help normalize the grief experience,

B. to explore some of the feelings associated
with grief, such as sadness, abandonment,
anger, 9uilt and helplessness,

C. to provide emotional support, encouragement
and hope,

D. to encourage the widows' growth toward great-
er personal competency and self-confidence,

E. to assist widows in the solution of immedi-
ate, practical problems, e.g. Canada Pension
benefits,

F. to help the widows consider their future life
options and opportunities in their new role
as single women,

to gain greater expertise in facilitatíng the
grieving process through my practicum experience.

3)

3=224

The practicum obj ectives

of supportive, nondirective

upon:

Method

were pursued through the use

interviews guided by and based
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Bereavement counselling objectives, principles,
and procedures outlined by J.W. Worden in Grief
gorlsglling, p.9 book f oilffiã
Mental Health Practitioner (19BZI,

Beverley Raphaelrs ( 1 980 ) "therapeutic assessmentj-nterviewrr (p. 155) format, (Appendix B), and

Questions of interest to me derived from my
reading widely of the literature. A listing of
the areas explored is found in Appendix C.

1)

2)

3)

The practicum objectives were addressed through the use

of bereavement interventions designed to be supportive and

facilitative of the widowsr grieving process.

32225

The design of this study, with its emphasis upon its
voruntary and exploratory nature, \¡Jas an integrar part of
the process that unfolded. That is, the design structure
complemented the function that it was meant to serve.

Relevance of Study Design

Being a fully voluntary study the widows, who were apt

to have experienced the loss of a sense of contror in the

face of death, were encouraged to decide whether they wanted

to participate, and if sor to control their own process.

This emphasis, upon the fully voluntary nature of their
participation, was both most ethicar and useful in restoring
some sense of control to the older widows. A number of the
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women made comments to this effect. They indicated that
they were tarking to me because they wanted toi they knew

that they did not have to.

The exploratory nature of this study design alrowed me

to avoid what I deemed to be the "pitfalls" of a more

problem-focused approach.

The "pitfalls" avoided were:

1) having grieving generally identified as a "prob-
Iemt', when I view it to be a part of the natural
healing process,

2l Iabelling the participants and undermining theirpersonal competency by suggesting that they have attproblemtt,

3)

The exploratory nature of the study design arlowed for
the development of an egalitarian, reciprocal relationship
with the widows through which the practicum objectives v/ere

achieved. The widows respected my experience and expertise,
and r respected theirs as experts in their own grief. The

exploratory nature of this study allowed for the widows and

me to rearn and grow together through the sharing of our own

unique experiences.

a power imbalance in the helping relationship that
is more inherent in a problem-focused approach.



Thus the study design was

riching process that unfolded

In this study, it was my intent to proceed with an

approach that was congruent with my own styre, attitudes and

values. rn retrospect, r have come to rearize that the
attitudes, and varues refrected in the design and implemen-

tation of this study are also compatibre with those of the

feminist counserring approach, previously described.
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an integral part of the en-

in this practicum experience.

Bereavement are:

3:22 6

1 ) That grieving is generally a lengthy process.

Graduate students cannot realisticatly hope to experience

the start to finish progression of any one individuar's

grief, given the limitations of time involved in a practicum

study. rnstead, a practicum provides a varuabre "sampring"

oi bereavement experiences touching on various phases of
bereavement in the lives of a number of different indivi-d-

uals over a given period of time.

Considerations for a Practicum in the Area of

2) That bereaved indivíduals have their own personal

timetables for grieving. It is my belief that bereaved

individuars should be their own "taskmasters" in grieving,
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pursuing that which is most important to them when they are

ready to do so. The graduate student's creating a trust-
worthy, empathic and supportive relationship, helps facili-
tate this process by creating a safe and nurturing environ-

ment in which this can occur. It can, however, be very

frustrating to a student working under time rimitations to

proceed at the bereaved individual's pacing.

For example, I discovered that some older widows, who

said that they wanted to see me again, could not commit

themselves to even setting up an appoíntment time with me

because they wanted to remain "available" just in case their

chirdren carled to invite them out. r put the process in

their hands, asking them to call me when they wanted to see

me; and these women eventually did so. As a graduate

student working under time constraints, this was both diffi-

curt and frustrating for me to do. r continuarry wondered

whether perhaps these women really did not want to see me,

or whether they would call when they were ready. The latter

was true in the end, b"! I did not know this until they

called, and the waiting v¡as a necessary, yet frustrating

experience for me. Through this encounter I came to see how

one must be vj-gilantly aware of one's own feelings, needs,

and motivations, so that these personal needs do not

unconsciousry interfere with one's being sensitivery
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pacing.

oî. the bereaved individual's own

9B

process and

3 ) That working with bereaved individuars can be an

intensive, dynamic, powerfully creative and personarly
enriching experience for those who are wilring to risk being
reaI.
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3:3 FINDINGS: CONJUGAL BEREAVEMENT AND OLDER WOMEN

The forrowing findings are based upon my exploration of
conj ugar bereavement with 1 5 older widows. These findings
are not meant to be qeneralized beyond this study sampre.

They are' however, trury representative of the rife exper-
iences and personal rearities of the 15 unique, order women

who contributed to this practicum study.

3:3:1 Social Network Support

A) Relevance in the Facilitation of the Grieving
Process

The rerevance of sociar support networks during the
bereavement crisis has been noted in the riterature by

silverman 1972, 1974¡ Lopata 1973a; Maddison and Raphaer

1975; Walker et al. 1977 and Vachon 1gB2-

The influence of social network support quickry become

evident in this exploratory study with erderly widows in
terms of the women's wirringness to participate. The women

who had a social network that would sanction or permit the
expression of grief, had been encouraged by their network to
participate in this study. one \^¡oman said that she had
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shown my introductory letter to five different friends to
see what they thought of her participation. They unani-
mously had encouraged her to see me. This woman rerated
that while she initially thought that she would rike to see

ftê, her friends provided the "extra push" needed to support

her decision. rt is my belief that the widows with social
networks supportive of the grieving process, knew that they

wanted to tark about their grief, and also had a feering-
sense that their sociar network would encourage such an

activity, and so these widows checked it out with their
network to garner further support for this venture. In a

sense, they wisely put in place
ttsaf ety-net" f or themselves.

a sort of psychological

other \^Jomen, whose sociar networks did not tolerate the

expression of grief, also agreed to see me without bothering

to discuss their decision with anyone. r believe that these

elderly widows sensed that their need to talk about their
grief ran counter to the ethos of their sociar network. Not

wanting to alienate their supports, these widows chose to
make an independent, personar decision to participate.

Also encountered

because they said it was

were women who chose not to see me

too painful for them to talk about

these telephone follow-ups to mytheir grief. During
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introductory letter, r told these women that r furry
respected their decision not to see me, and r reiteratedr âs

the letter clearry stated, that their participation was

fully voluntary. Three of these \^¡omen then proceeded to
tark unprompted for up to an hour and a harf about their
grief, and \"/hy it wourd be too painfur to tark to me about

it. "r'm crying about it now!" Each of these women shared

that their friends and/or families had encouraged them not
to grieve. "He's dead and gone. You have to pick up the
pieces and forget the past." with such clearly foreboding
messages against the expression of grief in their worrds,
these women chose not to commit themserves to see me to
discuss their bereavement experiences. r berieve that these

vurnerabre women feared that doing so may have arienated
them from their social support networks.

Their circumstances are most unfortunate in consider-
ation of the literature that bespeaks, (1 ) of the psycho-

Iogical necessity of grieving, and (Z) of the vital
importance of having a sociar network that supports the
grieving process.

The rerevance of sociar network support in faciritating
the grieving process was thus in evidence within this study.
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RoIe of Adult Children

Adult children \^/ere reported to be an important part of
the sociar support network of virtuarry every widow who had

children. Although the widows generarly viewed their off-
spring as providers of emo-tional and instrumental support,
their grief \¡ras one subject that courd not furry be shared

with their adurt children. western society's death-denying

attitudes and sanctions against the dispray of powerful

emotions, coupred with static, socially prescribed famiry
roles (eg. strong parent/vulnerable child) aIl contribute to
the order famiries' inability to share their grief.

Widows related their own firm "rules" about not crying
in front of their chirdren, even though their "chíldren"
were now adults with children of their own.

A few widows, who had previously tried to share their
grief with their children, described their adurt chirdren's
great uncomfortabreness and inability to tolerate their
mothers' tears and pain. These widows told of either being
jollied out of tarking about their griefr or being instruc-
ted that what is passed is passed. The subject vras closed.
These widows soon learned what they could share with their
adult chirdren. Kuypers and Bengtson (1983) have suggested

B)
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that such reversars of their historical pattern of familial
exchange are often difficult for the older family to nego-

tiate.

Thus whire adult chirdren were reportedry the most

significant support of erderly widows in every other wâyr

the sharing or. grief was either denied.or relegated outside
the bounds of the parent/adutt child rerationship. This is
not to say that the elderry widows and their children did
not talk about the deceased; some did. They could not,
however, fully share the affective component of their grief
together.

C) Importance of a Confidante

Lowenthal and Haven ( 1 968 ) have reported on the posi-
tive significance of a confidante in the psychorogicar werl-
being of elderly people.

rn this study, most of the widov¡s racked a rear confi-
dante. Family were not cast in the rore of a confidante,
and onry one widow claimed to have a friend with whom she

could tark about "anything". tvlost widows reported that
their husbands had been their confidants, and now they vrere

gone.
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Next to adult chirdren, sisters were the most frequent-
ly named support of the erderly widows. Many widows, hovr-

ever, did not share their deepest concerns with their
sisters because they either wanted to protect their sister's
feerings¡ or to preserve their ovvn personal privacy. over
harf of the erderly widows who had sisters shared their
disappointment in the lack of support that they have

received from their sisters through their bereavements,

particularry since a number of the widows had extended

themselves to these sisters during their own bereavements

previousry. "That's why r called you!", one widow told me,

half -j oking, half -despairing.

Nearly every woman with whom r had had more than one

contact, shared a rrconfidence" with me that they saíd they
had not tord another living being. These women needed a

confidante to risten to them--they herd no expectation of
the confidante doing anything for them other than listen.

"there", gasped one widow with relief, "now that I have

shared this secret with another human sour, my heart is less

burdened. I can just feel the weight taken off, (extending

her hands from over her heart). r feel so much better."
other women reported similar feerings of rerief with their
sharing. Thus from my experience, the presence of a
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the well-being ofconfidante is

elderly v¡j-dows.

of paramount importance to

Loneliness

The loneliness of widowhood is
elderly. (Abraham, 1972; Lopata, 1973a1

D)

accentuated for the

Loneliness \¡¡as the foremost problem reported by the
widows in this practicum study. This was not loneliness for
the company of another person, but more specificarly roneli-
ness for their husbands.

rn considering the roneliness of widowhood, Raphael

(1983) suggests that older widows, because of their more

limited "time-Ieft" perspective, are unwilling to terminate
their relationship to their former spouse t ot to re-invest
themselves in new relationships at that point in their
Iives.

IVhire a few widows in this study strongly fert that
they would never want to have any relatíonship with another
man, more widows said that they would rike male "companion-
ship onJ-y", someone with whom to share time with sociarry.
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lvone of the widows visited had any desire to remarry.
Reasons for not wanting to remarry included:

1)

2)

3)

4)

HaIf of the women in this

widows did not Ìrave what could

As one widow laughingly retorted,

gone or left!" In my seeking of

ed that they \trere all dead or had

a finding of Lopata (1977 ) in her

their sense of loyalty to their former husbands,

not wanting the responsibility of caring for
another husband should he fall i11,
concern about not offending their adult childrenwith a remarriage, as weII as

enjoyíng their freedom too much to give it upl

While adult children were the persons most regarded as

primary supports by the widows, their rerationships with
theír adult children did not alleviate the widows' pangs of
loneriness. This was arso reported in Arring's (j976) study

where he reported no association between the morale of older
widows and their contact with kin, especiarly with their
adult children.

practicum study of older

be termed ttclose friends".

"all my friends are either

clarification, she explain-

moved away. This too was

study of older widows.
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The prospect of establishing new relationships \,¡as not

one relished by these erderly widows. Two widows, who had

particurar difficulty considering entering new reration-
ships, had both been hard-working farm wives who had devoted

themselves totally to their families. These women explained

that they never did have time to socialize, and so v/ere

never social "mixers"; consequently they felt that this was

not something that they could now do or want to try.

The widows who did have a supportive network of friends
were the women who had previousry been invorved with church

and women's crubs and remained so; as wérr as two childless
widows who had cultured a solid circre of rong-time friends
of various ages through time. These elderly widows indi-
cated that these frienclships provided a revitarizíng anti-
dote to, but not a cure for, their loneliness for their
husbands.

Thus loneliness presented

feature of widowhood in the lives
a painful and prominent

these older women.

AS

of
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3 :3:2

Religion

rn this study' organized, rerigion provided spirituar
comfort and a network of sociar support for four widows

(33%)- The majority of the widows, however, viewed rerigion
as their personal rerationship with God, usuarly in prayer,
that provided them with comfort and the strength to go on.

Society's Lack of Normative Cultural
Guide f.ine s

l"lodern society's lack of normative culturar guidelines
with respect to the bereavement experience renders bereaved

individuars in a vurnerabre position, like being dropped in
a strange new rand without a map (Gorer, 1965i parkes, 1972¡

Kavanaugh, 1977; De sperder & strickrand, 1983). This rack

of a "*.p" raised questions in many of the v¡idows visited.
Questions like . How shourd r be feeling? How rong does

grief rast? Am r going crazy? vtirr r every come through
this? Normarízing their grief experiences was an important
part of the grief work. (Gramlich, 1974i Freese, 1977i

Worden, 1982)

A)

B)
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The use of personal self-disclosure about my own

bereavement experiences and allusions to the riterature were

used, when appropriate, to normalize the widows' grief

experiences and to help them to talk about their grief.

Given some orientation about normal grief, the widows were

reassured, and expressed relief in knowing that they were

not "off", but were experiencing some typical, albeit

sometimes frightening, aspects of the normal grief response.

c) Hallucinations

Hallucinations of a deceased spouse are a relatively

common feature of conjugal bereavement. (Marris, 1958; Rees,

1973) Normalizing such hallucinations can be very helpful

to bereaved individuals by reassuring them that they are not

going insane. This is especially true for elderly people

who are beset by negative social stereotypes that equate

aging with senility, and who already may be fearing the loss

oi their sanity in the vulnerability of their grief.

HaIf of the older widows visited acknowledged having

heard, seenr or sensed the presence of their deceased

husbands. This finding is quite compatible with that of

Rees (1973) wherein 45.8% of. bereaved women of all ages

experienced such hallucinations.
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D) Dreams

over harf of the widows in this study acknowredged

dreaming about their deceased husbands. Gorer (1965),
Parkes ( 1 970b) and pincus (197 4) have arso noted the
incidence of such dreams in widowhood. These dreams were

described by the widows in this study as of two kinds.
"Bad" dreams were characterized by frantic, frustrated
seeking of their husbands. rn one such dream one widow

described herserf running through the hospitar corridor in a

panic, checking in every room to find her husband. she

never did. The dreams characterized as "good" were those in
which a momentary reunion of the spouses occurred. rn these
dreams both partners are werl, healthy and usual-ry young.

These dreams were regarded by the widows as a source of
comfort. rn one such "good" dream that a widow shared, her
husband sgueezed her hand and assured her that she wirl
never again be alone. This dream had such a rear quality
that the woman reported that she could stirl feel the hand

squeeze upon awakening. such dreams diminished in frequency
and intensity over time, with the husbands being described
at a distance in the latter dreams.
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Preoccupation with Thoughts of the Deceased

Vüidows preoccupation with thoughts of their deceased

husbands are a normal feature of the grief response.

(Freud, S.E. Vol. 14, 1957i Lindemann, 1944; Parkes, 1972).

One, however, that is thwarted in our death-denying society.

While it is natural and normal for widows to need to

repeatedly review their relationship with their former

husbands as a part of their grieving process, society puts

these women in a double-bind by blocking their efforts to

talk about their grief. I was struck by the great regu-

larity with which different widows prefaced their comments

with, "Tell me if I have told you this before." When I
queried why these widows had said this, most indicated that
friends and family had often lost patience with them and cut

them off curtly when they started to talk about their
deceased husbands, telling the widows that they had already

told that story in the past. The widows now asked me,

rather apologetically, to tell them íf they had shared a

given story before. This lack of respect and sensitivity
for the widows' grieving process is a sorry reflection of

our death-denying society

E)
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Life-Review

The positive varue of Life Review with the erderly has

been extolled by Butler (1974) and Kaminsky (1g7}l. In this
practicum experience r found life revielv to be an essentiar
part of the healing, grieving process. Life review provided
the widows with an opportunity to secure a healthy, baranced
perspective of their rerationships with their husbands. rt
also provided an integrating function by arrowing the widows

to review their own past in relation to their present and

future potentials. As such, o1d coping strategies and

strengths become apparent, and were re-enforced to herp

enhance the widows' current feerings of personar competency

and confidence. The widows naturalry and enthusiastically
engaged in the life review, thus demonstrating their need

for such an integrating activity.

Feelings Other Than Sadness Associated with
Grief

F)

G)

The older widows in this study

feelings in their grief experiences.

described an amalgam of

husbands was the mostLoneliness

prominent feeling

for their deceased

expres sed.
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Numbness or feeling "like a robot", mechanj-cally going

through the motions of living, r¿.ras another grief-rerated

feeling shared.

Anger was also an aspect of the widows' grief. In one

instance this anger v¡as directed at the husband for not

having sought medical attention, as his wife and family had

encouraged. In other situations the anger hras primari-Iy

directed at Iife's unfairness. These women were angry

because they felt that after a lifetime of hard work, and of

being devoted husbands and fathers, their husbands had

deserved to enjoy their golden years. Instead, chronic

illness, incapacitation and pain reft their husbands looking

forward only to death.

Relief vras another feeling that these widows particu-
larly experienced, in that their husbands were only spared

further suffering through death.

A third of the women shared feelings of regrets related

to their inability to talk to their husbands about their

dying. Four widows related how their husbands had tried to

initiate such discussions in the days preceding their

deaths, and how the women had closed the conversation by
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terring them not to talk so silry. These h,omen related that
they courd not believe that their husbands were dying.

Another third of the women expressed feering a sense of
comfort in having no regrets with respect to their husband's
deaths. These women, having dedicated themsel-ves wholry to
their husbands'care, often in the hospitar as werr as on a

24 hour basis in their homes, fert sure that they had done

all that was humanry possibre for their husbands. They

could have done no more.

Residuar guilt mixed with anger and herpressness was

arso described by a few of the elderly widows. These

feelings resurted from a quandary that these women had found

themselves in before their husbandsr deaths. One woman

aptry described this predicament metaphorically as being

"caught between the Devil and the deep brue sea". This
circumstance arose when these women found themserves caught

bêtween the competing demands of the hospitar rehabititation
staff to ret their husbands "do for themservesr', and their
husbands begging them for herp. These widows craimed that
they usuarly assisted their husbands when they perceived
that the staff herd unrearistic expectations of their
husbands' capabilities, yet they encouraged their husbands

to do all that they could for themselves. These women
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constantly felt pulled in opposite directions, ancl felt
guirty no matter what they did in this doubre-bind situa-
tion. They felt that they had secured the wrath of both the

hospital staff and their husbands. This also resulted in
great stress upon their marital relationship during theír
husbands' prolonged hospitatizationsr âs welr as survivor
guilt for not having done enough, upon their bereavement.

Anger at being caught in this position was arso apparent.

One widow related that a hospital worker had said,

'!Don't you realize he has you wrapped around his rittre
finger?"

The older woman had replied that, ,'If he does, it is

only because I am allowing it, and that is my choice."

This predicament highrights the powerfulry stressfur
relationship concerns and the significant long-term con-

sequences of this issue upon bereavement. This example arso

underlines the vital importance of exploring such management

concerns with couples during hospitalization:

to at best remove the woman from this double-bind
positionr or

1)

2',) at least help her to be more aware of the dynamics
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so that she can make an informed decision abouther actions given her priorities.

rt must, however, be understood that the avoidance of
further conflict and stress in their rong-time maritar
relationship, and the alleviation of guirt upon her hus-
bandrs demise, may werr be the woman's justification for
doing her all to the point of risking her husband,s more

independent functioning and/or her own health. Should the
woman come to this decision, it is her choice, and this
shourd be respected as her way of doing what she must do for
their maritar relationship now, and her o\^¡n peace of mind,
without guilt, upon her husband's death.

such doubre-bind situations need to be addressed with
the order couple as they can be most counter-productive and

harmful to the individuars involved during both the hospi-
talization and the bereavement experience.

FinalIy, to my surprise, happiness \¡¡as also mentioned

as a feeling associated with one woman's grief.

On my initial visits with this \¡roman she had kept her

home darkened, her brinds shutting out the right of day.

she only wore dark clothing. she craimed that she had
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little appetite, had lost interest in caring for her plants,
and was not going out soclally. she also admitted to feel-
ings of guirt over having lost arr interest in what was

going on in the lives of her children and grandchildren.

I had started visiting this widow during the week of
the first anniversary of her husband's death. rnitiarly
this widow rerated that she courd onry thinl< of her husband

as he was in his sickness, and that pained her greatry.

With time, she had come to remember some of the happier

occasions that they had shared, and that too was emotionarly
painful because those times v¡ere gone forever. Having

exprored her bereavement experiences over seven sessions,

this widow shared that happiness was now a part of her grief
too, because she could now enjoy remembering the happier

times that she had shared with her husband as cherished

memories, without the pain.

This widow also rerated that she vras happy about

feeling better. "Before I had a pain here (in her chest),
no\¡r it is gone." she expressed further happiness over her

renewed interest in life, and her family and friends. This

woman shared that her concentration had improved, and that
she felt "that something has clicked inside of ffiê, and I
feel that I have snapped out of my grief".
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By the conclusion of our visits, this widow was wearing

rively coloured crothing, was paying greater attention to
her hairstyle, i{as leaving her blinds open during the day,

reported having an improved appetite, and was cooking full
meals and baking cookies too! She also vras venturing out
socialry with some rong-time friends, and visited a senior
centre with me to exprore new possibilities. Loolcing to the

future, this woman was pranning to invite her famiry to her

home for a traditional Christmas dinner, something that she

said she had not done in years !

Thus happiness too, is a part of the whoreness of the

natural grief response. This is an important perspective

that r too had experíenced while moving through a grief
reaction. It is a perspective however that I have never

seen mentioned in Lhe literature. r do not believe that
this "happiness" experienced by this older widowr or as I
prefer, this "quickening" of the rife within, is an atypicar
reaction. I view it as the unfolding of the completion of

the natural grief response. rt is unfortunate that the

literature stops short and does not reflect the wholeness of

the grief response. perhaps if it did, "grief" would not

bear the strongly negative cultural connotation that it now

has, but would be warmry accepted (not just tolerated), as
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a significantthe healthy,

loss, that it

healing,

is.

natural response to

H) What Bereaved peopLe Most Need from Others

The following are those things that the order widows in
this study felt that bereaved individuals most need:

one widow offered that a bereaved individual's greatest

need is "to be left alone at first to grieve". This woman

related how very hard she worked at being strong in front of
her family, and how her greatest need had been to get away

by herself "to cry herself out".

significantry, every woman visited reported that she

had been "good" at her husband's funerar. when asked what
t'good" meant, they alr said that they never brol<e down and

cried. This is our curtural expectation of the bereaved.

This expectation was fulfilred by every widow in this
study, despite her need to cry following the painful
severance of this most important, rife-long rerationship to
her spouse. What these v/omen truly needed was to be

socialry "b1d". They needed support and permission to
grieve. Unfortunately, the widows generally found that they
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courd onry find this permission when alone. This irlu-
strates the strongry death-denying ethos of society today,
where there is no place for grief.

Another widow offered that having a close friend or
confidante is most important to bereaved individuals. This
widow had such a friend with whom she could share "a.ry-
thing" . These \^romen enj oyed a mutuarry supportive
rerationship that imparted purpose to both their rives.

Friendship, generally, was arso deemed an important
need of bereaved peopre. This incruded friends demon-

strating their caring by sending cards, phoning, and

visitÍng to ret the widows know that they have not been

forgotten. rnvítations to dinner, and help with practical
tasks around the home \¡/ere arso appreciated by a number of
the widows.

The majority of the widows, however, when asked what a

bereaved person most needs, replied someone to talk to about

their grief. This v¡as then quarified with "not just anyone,

but someone they can tark to openly, and share their feer-
ings with, like I have done with you".
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is not readily

This studysanctioned in our death-denying

provided some older widows with a

for the expression of their grief

their bereavement experiences.

GeneraIIy, the

years of age ) were

3:3:3 Economic Conditions of the Older Widows

Two distinct groups of older widows emerged in this
study. There was a smarl, younger group of three widows

ranging in age from 50-56 years, a1r of whom had adurt
chirdren and had worked in the wage rabour market at some

point in their lives. There was also a larger group of nine

order widows, between 66 and 78 years of age. Arr but one

of these hromen had invested their rabour exclusively in
their families and/or family farms or businesses, and as

such they felt that they had never rearry ',worked" since

they were not a part of the paid rabour marr<et. what these

widowsr âs a group of order women shared, \¡ras the prospect

of poverty. How they differed !,¿as in their reactions to
this possibitity.

society.

much appreciated vehicle

through their sharing of

older cohort group (between 66 and 78

quite satisfied with their financial lot
despite the fact that 1 980 statisticsin 1ife. This,
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indicate that 70"ø of widows and single women aged 70 and

over rive in poverty (canadian Advisory councir on the

Status of Women Fact Sheet #7 , 1 983 ) . These older widows

had been socialized to accept the standard patriarchal view

that only labour in the paid rabour market constituted "rear
work" deserving of compensation. As these women had in-
vested their rabour in their homemaking and not in the paid

labour market, they expected nothing, and were indeed

very happy to be receiving the OId Age Security which they

seemed to feel that they had not really earned..

WhiIe exploring financial resources with one older
widow, r found her to be veritabry amazed that she might

qualify for a shelter allowance subsidy (S.A.F.E.R. ). She

was later thrilred to recej-ve the maximum subsidy of $1 40

per month when she applied with my assistance. This money

made an observabre difference in this woman. she rerated

that it had inspired her to cook and to invite her family

"home" for a traditionar christmas for the first time in
years. As she put it, she now felt that she had something

to offer them. This example corroborates the research of

Harvey and Bahr (1974) and Atchley (19751, that suggests

that income inadequacy is a significant factor contributing
to the lower social participation and higher loneliness and

anxiety associated with widowhood.
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Generally, however, this particular sampring of older
widows did not complain about their financial circumstances.

some, indeed, expressed thankfulness for what they were

receiving. As many of these order widows were in receipt of
the Guaranteed rncome Supprement and/or were living in
subsidized accommodation, indicators that they were indeed

of limited means, r berieve that this contentment with their
financiar situations was more a refrection of their row

expectations than a measure of their affluence. sociarized
to be self-sacrificing wives and mothers, asking rittle for
themserves, these elderry widows had carried these expecta-
tions and attitudes into their rater years. unfortunately,
statistics as above, indicate that society provides order
women with their expectations--of rittle--for their rifetime
of labour in the home.

The younger cohort of widows,

responded to their changed financial

markedly different way. Two of these

75?" reduction in their income with
anger and disgust.

aged 50-56 years,

circumstances in a

widows faced a sudden

understandable shock,

One widow, who

hour care to her il]

had spent the previous

husband while he was

year providing 24

home on oxygen,



shared how she wanted to slap the face

worker who suggested to her that "there

of

is
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the young pension

always welfare".

Another widow related her disappointment with the

women's Emproyment counserting centre that was theoreticarry
in existence to help women re-enter the work force. This
widow had in the past held an administrative position where

she had to work very independently. She. now lacked the

self-confidence to return to the job market and to compete

against younger women without upgrading to give her a

marketabre edge. The lVomen's Emproyment counselring centre

deemed this woman marketable as she was, and they wourd not

fund her desired upgrading since she only needed one course.

Had she wanted to enter a new field, however, they would

have paid her entire educational and living expenses.

I was astounded that a Women's Employment Counselting

centre, which was supposedly geared to enhancing the oppor-

tunities of women in the labour force, would have such

inflexibre poticies. By denying this minimal support, such

policies relegate capable women to low paying jobs when the

individual woman is capable and aspires to something more.

This widow expressed great relief that I understood her

position, as she felt that the l{omen's Emproyment counsel-
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I told this woman that she

rearly does present hersel-f werl, and r courd welr under_

stand why the women's Employment counselring centre would

deem her marketable. r courd also understand however, her

feeling the need for upgrading at her age:

1)

2l

to give her a competitive
market;

to bolster her feelings of
the labour market at this

edge in the young labour

self-confidence to face
point in her life.

r asked this widow if r courd contact the women's

Emproyment counserring centre on her beharf, and for my own

Iearning about the realities of this resource. With her
permission, r tried to represent her position to them.

while they conceded that they fuIly understood both the
widow's and my positions, they regrettabry informed me of
their poricy not to fund singre courses. This widow went on

to take this course at her own expense r âs it was so

important to her in terms of her confidence-buitding.

In my subseguent contact wi

me that she had been invited
Ottawa, reviewing the Women

Centre's functioning, and that
now funded single coursest This

th her, this widow informed

to speak to a committee from

's Employment Counselling

as a conseguence, the Centre

woman shared that while she
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did not benefit directry from this change in policy, she was

happy that her actions contributed to effecting change for
other women in her same position. The vroman related her

accomprishment with understandable pride and self-confi-
dence.

rn this study the great economic vurnerabirity of the
younger cohort of older widows (50-56 years of age) became

shockingly apparent. These widows were thrust from a

position of economic comfort to one of poverty upon the

deaths of their husbands. Not yet being of pensionabre a9ê,

and without jobs, these women suddenly found themselves with

no source of income in their own right. Having become

accustomed to a given standard of líving, these widows now

found that standard threatened upon their husband's demise.

In addition to having to deal with the painful realities of

their grief and their new-found poverty, these widows hrere

also beset by the fact that they norv had to make their own

way in a world that is not particurarry sensitive to their

needs, being as they are old in a youth-oriented society,
widowed in a death-denying society, and femare in a mare-

defined world. As such, these older widows truly are in a

position of triple jeopardy.
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Thus, from the sample in this study, I found that the
younger (50-56 years), and the older (66_78 years) cohort of
older widows differed both in their economic expectations
and in their reactions to their circumstances.

Gray Panther, Maggie Kuhn, rerates that her generation

of older \¡Jomen, that is ttoldertt older women, were:

programmed to keep quiet, to accept things the way
they were, to comply. ( Seslcin, 1 980 , p. 1 30 )

This aptly describes the general attitude
cohort of older widows in this study.

of the older

The younger cohort group of widows was distinctly
different. Despite the vurnerabirity of their grief, they

vtere not content to acquiesce to their fate.

r hypothesize that the sociar and economic consequences

of women's greater participation in the paid rabour market

were significant factors contributing to the differences in
attitudes, expectations, and reactions between the two

groups of older rvidows

Canada in 1931 only 3.53

force. By 1979 | 47 .4*

According to Eichler (1983), in
wives participated in the labour

all Canadian wives were in the

of

of
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paíd labour market. This trend for women's greater partici-
pation in the paid labour market has only increased through

time. During this time, many women who had became attached

to the wage rabour market, came to question and indeed chal-
lenge their traditional female socialization, attitudes, and

varues. As a conseguence, r specurate that the widow of
today, who is in her fifties and who has participated in the

wage rabour market, is generarly quite different in expecta-

tions, attitudes and values from her counterpart who may be

but twenty years older, yet who has not had this experience

in the wider world beyond the home sphere. Such a differ-
ence was in evidence in this study.

Gloria Steinem has suggested that:

the male pattern is to become more conservative
with agê t while the experience of societal injus-
tices causes v/omen to become more political.
(Oberster, 1 986, p. 7 )

r berieve that this is especiarly true of women whose

life experiences, have extended beyond the home with partici-
pation in the wage rabour market, as has been the recent
trend.

Governments shourd increasingry anticipate encountering

a demographically powerful political lobby of higher edu-
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cated, more articulate and worrdly-wise older women, given
the social inequities of the current economic system.

This ís an economic system wherein:

Women's futl time hrages amount to approximately642 of those of men in the vrage lãbour market(canadian Advisory councir on the status of women,
Women and Poverty, 1985);

Pension income is tied to inequitable income-
earning power. Thus a life-time of receiving aninequitable salary is rewarded with a propor_
tionately inequitable pension;

No financiar recognition is paid to homemakers,primarily women, who do I'socially valuable worki'(Dulude, 1981 r p. 62) in the home, as providing
for the care of young children or disabled rela-tives;

Our current pension pIans, being the product of amale-defined patriarchal society, are designed toperpetuate women's dependent status.

As a consequence of our current economic system, most

elderry women today face poverty. This witr not change and

nõ real equality of the sexes wirr exist untir there are
fundamentar ideorogical and structurar changes which recog-
nize the equar varue to society of work done by women in the
wage labour market and the home. Collectively vromen, young

to help effect politica]

1)

2l

3)

4)

and old alike, can

change for all our

work together

better tomorrows.
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3:4 THE EVALUATTNG PROCESS

Components of the evaluating process included:

process recording with review and supervision with
my primary adviser,

a participant feedback session, and.

a self-monitoring process.

1)

2)

3)

Regular meetíngs were held with
through my practicum experience for the

process recordings of sessions and

supervis ion.

3:4:1 Process Recordin Review and Su rvI sl-on

Examples from

porated within the

nificant themes.

the process recordings

context of this paper to

my primary adviser

purpose of reviewing

of receiving ongoing

have been incor-

illustrate sig-

3:4:2 Participant Feedback

Participant feedback v¡as sought from the nine widows

with whom r had had more than one contact. Feedback was

gleaned through an informal, concruding interview in which

the widows and r exprored their experience of the time that



we had shared together. Appendix

questions used as a guideline to

open-ended responses.

FuII evaluating

of the women as:
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trDrr contains a list of

elicit the participants'

1)

2l

sessions were not completed with three

one coul-d not be reached, and

significant changes in the life circumstances of
two of the women were such that the most immediate
and appropriate focus of the follow-up sessions
was their present situations.

Two central themes emerged from the feedback sessions:

the widows' experience of the time that we shared
together, and

the significance of the personal characteristics
that I brought to our relationship.

This second theme that emerged both surprised and

gratified me. r was surprised that the widows themselves

primariry focused their feedback upon the positive signi-
ficance of the personal characteristics that I brought to
our relationship. This especiarly surprised me since r had

neglected to ask any feedback questions in this respect.

Their feedback was most gratifying.

A.

B.
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we live in a worrd where most people do not share their
most significant thoughts and feelings with others when the
time presents. Alr too often, perhaps as these widows had

rearned, the opportunity passes and vre are reft with regrets
about the things that we have teft unsaid.

The development of the two centrar themes that emerged

from the participant feedback sessions foIlows.

The widows in this study did
tunity to share their feelings in
fndeed, many outrightly told me that
that they had been open, honest, and

ing with me.

not by-pass this oppor-

the feedback sessions.

they wanted me to know

sincere in their shar-

the widows

was recently

participate
as we had

while she personally

grief, not everyone

A. The Widows ' Experience of. . the -Time That .We
snared '.t'ogefher

From their experience, all but one of
indicated that if they had a good friend who

bereaved, they would recommend to her that she

in the sharing of her bereavement experiences,
done

One widow however indicated that
found it very helpful to talk about her



is the same. This v/oman related that

cues from her bereaved friend, and that

her friend what she indicated that she
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she would take her

she would only offer

needed at any given

insightful advice,

process.

time. Thí s lvas very sensitive and

respectful of the bereaved fríend's own

None of the widows could relate to anything that disap-

pointed them, rror could they suggest anyt.hing that we could

have done differently in the time that we shared together.

The widows generally expressed appreciation for the

opportunity to talk about their bereavement experiences.

Most related that they had nobody else with whom they felt

comfortable with in the sharing of the feelings of their

grief. As one widow told me, "You can let people cry; some

people are uncomfortable with people who are cryíng. I

don't cry with just anyone."

A1l of the widows indicated that it had been helpful

and beneficial to them to talk about their bereavement

experiences. Positive aspects of the sharinq of their

bereavement experiences included:

The normaLization of their grief reactions within1)

(a ) brought them comfort
were not alone in their

in knowing that they
feelings,
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2l

( b ) reassured them ¡ âs one wj_dow expressed it ,"That I 'm not of f I ,' ( i. e. crazy | ,
(c) created a sense of hope and positive expec_

tation that their grief witl end.

The sharing of resource information.

This was another positive aspect identified by the
widows as resulting from their sharinq of their bereavement

experiences. one woman expressed appreciation for my tell-
ing her about and accompanying her to a senior centre to
help her re-engage in social Iife. Another appreciated
information about vocational resources. Arternate housing

options v/ere discussed with a number of the widows, as was

the Shelter Allowance for Elderly Renters (S.e.F.E.R.). One

widow, upon applying for S.A.F.E.R. with my assistance,
received the maximum rebate available of $140.00 per month,

about which she was most pleased.

3 ) Gaining an opportunity to rehearsa_ an_j.mportaq!
tut.ure event.

one widow, after having shared something of great
importance to her, e><craimed, "There! Now that r have been

abre to explain this clearly to you without crying, r know

that r can now teIl my children!" Forrow-up with this widow

indicated that she had indeed done so successfurly.
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4) Receiving encouragement and emotional. support.

This was a benefit verbalized by a great number of the

women. ttYou gíve me encouragement . is that a word in

English? You give me support. "

5 ) The widows rrf eeling better".

virtualry every widow expressed that the sharing of her

bereavement experiences helped her to "feel better". Some

of the widowsr responses as to how they came to feel are:

"That sure \^¡as a Ioad off my chest!'l

"vrrhen I talk about it I f eel better. Then I don't
think so much about it--I don't forget--I just
think about it and let it go--but I don't forget
it. tt

"I feel better after we tal-k. I feel that you
feel with me and share my grief. "

"It feels better after getting it out of my
system. tt

"I can't explain it but talking with you makes me
feel lighter all over. I feel like something has
gone out of me, (extending her hands off of her
chest), and that feels so good."

"Talking helped me to let go. Before I had a pain
here, (placing her hands on her chest), now it is
gone. tt

The many allusions above to the physical manifestations

of grief, (e.9. a load off my chest, a pain), attest to the

holistic nature of the grief experience. It is an exper-
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ience that encompasses our physicar, interrectuar, emotional
and spiritual being.

These feelings of enhanced werr-being reportedly
experienced by these widows through the sharing of their
grief, highlights the vitar importance' of the task of
grieving.

The Siqnificance of the Personal Characteris-tics that the SociaI Worker brinqs -t.o theRelationship.

The significance and nature of a positivery perceived

helping rerationship became most apparent to me through the
widows' feedback sessions. This feedbacl< primarily came

from the widows' response to the question: rs there any-
thing that particurarry pleased you about the time that we

spent together?

Generarly, the women responded that they \^¡ere pleased

to have had the opportunity to talk about their bereavement

experiences. r then asked if the women courd be more speci-
fic about what pleased them in the time v,¡e spent sharing
their bereavement experiences. The great degree of common-

ality in their responses surprised me. The r.romen essen-

tiarry eraborated upon the positive significance to them of
the personal characteristics that r brought to our interac-

B.
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tions. Those characteristics most appreciated by the widows

v¿ere my:

1)

2l

3)

4l

ttopennesstt,

ability to "reaIly" listen,
caring for the \¡romen,

understanding.

"openness" was the word used by some of the widows to
describe what others termed my "being easy to tark to". The

widows described this "openness" and "being easy to talk
to", ín terms of their experi-ence of acceptance by me and of
trust and mutuality with rne. As one v¡oman phrased it, "with
some peopre r worry about what r say, and what they will
think of me. with you, r feer that r can talk freery. you

understand. tt

The widows consistentry related that they fert that
they courd tell me "anything'r, even those things that they
could not share with their best friends and famiry. The

women also expressed that they wanted me to know that they

had been open and honest in their sharings with me. r had

sensed this throughout my practicum, and r'sincerely thanked

the women for their "openness" in sharing.



l"lany widows expressed

"really Iistened" to them.

their sharing:

that they were

They claimed
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pleased with how T

my attentiveness to

1 ) helped them "to get a lot out of their system",

2') demonstrated to them that I "rea1ly" understood
what they were experiencing, because I always knew
just what to sây, and

showed that I really cared about them.3)

These

about were

aspects in
wiLh me.

feelings of being

widely mentioned

their sharing of

truly understood and cared

by the widows as positive

their bereavement experiences

Signif icantly, these concepts of ttopennesstt , ttunder-

standing" and "caringtt, as experienced, appreciated and

described by the women in this study, are semanticalty akin

to Carl Rogers ' ( 1 957 ) concepts of "genuineness" (p . 97 ) ,

"empathic understanding" (p. 99) and "unconditional positive

regard" (p. 98). Rogers (1957 ) hypothesized that these

qualities are ttthe necessary and sufficient conditions" (p.

95) for therapeutic change toward "greater integration, less

internal conflict, Iand] more energy. utilizable for
effective living" (p. 95).
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From the widows' emphasis upon the nature and the
signíficance of the rerationship, their reports of a posi_

tively enhanced sense of werr-being, and my own observations
of changes in the thoughts, feelings, and behaviours of some

of the v¡omen in this study,
Rogers' hypothesis is true.

rn this practicum the widows were given the freedom to
determine their own process. Togetherr w€ explored that
which was of most importance to them at the time. The

interventions varied widely from psychodramatic techniques
to those of resource acquisition. what was consistent how_

ever, across the interventions, was the primacy of esta-
blishing a crose therapeutic relationship, one of openness,

understanding and caring. From the widows' feedback, it was

this relationship that the \¡/ornen most appreciated and

through which they reportedry experienced significantry
enhanced feelings of well-being.

rt is my berief that a positively perceived herping
relationship essentiai-Iy creates a more enriched and

nurturing milieu for the client.
tive relationship, the social
trust and to explore his or

toward self-healing and growth.

natural healing process, the

I have come to believe that

By creating this suppor-

worker helps the client to
her own natural propensity

Engaging the cIj-ent's own

client and social worker



venture forth together as

the OId English "haelth"
grovrth.

companions, towards

for wholelnessl),
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health ( from

and personal

To conclude, the participant feedbacr< sessions demon-

strated to Rêr through the widows' shared thoughts, feer-
ings, and behaviours that:

1)

2)

3)

4',)

the widows fert that they had indeed benefited
from the time that we shared together,
the widows had learned of the immediacy of rife,
and..the importance of living and shariñg in "thenowtt,

the openness, sincerity and caring that I brought
to our interactions, generated a reciproõalresponse in the women visited. Together \¡¡e
created the "magic" of rel-ationship, previously
described by Watson. That "magict' is real!
a positively experienced helping relationship ís
the heart of any significant, healing, growth_
stimulating intervention. In this study such a
rerationship was characterized by openness, under-
standing and carinq.

3:4:3 Self -Monitoring process

Throughout my practicum experience r engaged in a

self-monitoring process by focusing my awareness upon my

enqagement with the widows, and by considering the dynamics

of our interactions. r pondered how what r said impacted
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upon the women, how they reacted, how I reacted to their

responses, and the meaning of what alI transpired.

Through this self-monitoring process I arrived at some

significant insights, two of which I would like to share

herein:

A.

B.

the first insight

the second is the
know the pain of

is about trust, and

real t"zation that I can not truly
your grief.

These insights struck me like "Ah ha!" experiences'

wherein an apparent self-evident concept suddenly gains

depth, clarity and a significant integrative meaning. A

part of me feels that insofar as these insights can appear

to be so self-evident, Ry growth and excitement over then is

strictly personal; one of those experiences that you have to

be there to appreciate. Yet, another part of me believes

that these are enriched and meaningful insights meant to be

shared. While I previously had had an intellectual
knowledge of these self-evident truths, I now experienced a

whole and integrated "knowing". A gestalt was complete.

But can one share an integrative learning experience

through words ¡ or is it truly something that one has to be

there and experience to appreciate? That is something that
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the insights of myonly you can knowr âs

experience in mere words.

I risk sharing

A. Thoughts on Trust

"what does that mean - 'tame'?', Iasked the littleprince l

"It is an act too often neglected", said the fox.
"It means to establish ties." (p. B0) The foxgazed at the little prince, for a long time.ttPlease--tame me!tt he sala ttone only-under-
stands the things that one tames", said ihe fox.(p. 83)

"what must I do, to
prince.
ttYou must be very
B4)

(de Saint Exupery,

tame you?" asked the little

patient", reptied the fox. (p.

1943)

The Little prince (1943) is a modern classic, exis-
tentiar rove story told by Antoine de saint Exupery about a

little prince who visits Earth from another pranet to rearn
about Life. rn the above quotation, a fox that he meets

invites the littte prince to "tame" him. Through the exper-
ience of this relationship the rittle prince rearns that
"taming" is rearly what we humans wourd term developing a

trusting, loving relationship.

The nature of taming/trusting was somethj_ng that I had



my self-monitoring
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process in myreaffirmed for me through

practicum experience.

This process was stimulated by a significant piece of

information that one widow shared with me in our final feed-

back session. This v/oman shared that after we had met a few

times, she really came to trust me. She said that she felt
she could say anything to me without worrying what I would

think of her, and that she had never felt that way with any-

one before.

This comment held a two-fold surprise for me. Firstly,
I was surprised that she felt that way "after v¡e had met a

few times", since I had felt very close to her by the end of

our initial session. Secondly, I \Áras surprised at my own

naivety in this respect, f.or although I intellectually knew

that trust is earned and takes time to develop, I had lost
sight of this fact in my zealousness to get on with my prac-

ticum. I viewed myself as a very trustworthy person, so why

should she not trust me from the start?

What I faited to take into account was the widow's

individual life experience with trusting and the fact that
she, not T, was risking the sharing of her story.
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This retrospective rearization that r fett that the
widow trusted me sooner than she felt she did, had not
affected the nature of our relationship. we had grown very

close. rt did, however, herp me to exprain an incongruity
in our rel-ationship that had me puzzled.

Through time r had come to notice that significant
aspects of this \^roman's story had changed through her

re-telrings. r did not believe that this v¡oman vras trying
to be untruthful, but I was perplexed by the changes.

For example, in our initial session, she shared that
another significant ross for her had been the death of her

1 6 month ord sibring, when the widow was six years ord.

when r queried about the cause of death, she simply said
that "many rittre chirdren died young in those days".

sensing her reserve in talking about it further, r backed

off at that time. r recarl how r had created my or^rn crosure

about this situation by hypothesizíng from my own past

experience. ï rememberecl how as a chird r had discovered

the children's section of our locar cemetery. rvly parents

had tord me that many young children had died in the early
1900's due to a serious diphtheria epidemic. r imaged that
perhaps her sibting vras one such victim. catching myself in
this made me aware of how much of ourserves and our own

histories we bring to an interaction, and how, if we are not
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or misinterpretations.
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vJe can operate on wrong assumptions

Through time this widow gradually shared more about the

circumstances of this death, and finally she told me that

the baby had died "an unnatural accidental death". Tears

streamed down her face as she recounted the tragic circum-

stances of the death, and the pity that she felt for the

relative in whose charge the baby had been leftr âs this

person was devastated by the experience.

This loss \^ras still significant to the widow despite

its distance in time, and she still had the need to process

some of the feelings that she had bottled up for over 70

years. The trust of our relationship deepened and as this

trust evolved, this woman once again shared the painful

circumstances of her sibling's death. This time, however,

she voiced her hostility at "the stupid vroman who left the

bãby unattended, even if it was for only a few minutesl'j

I thus came to understand why her story had indeed

changedr âs did the feelings that she related through time.

I was right in that the woman was not being untruthful; she

was relating what was true for her at that time and point in

our relationship. As the trust of our relationship grewr so

did the woman's freedom to share the full gamut of her feel-
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ings of grief--even those feelings that women generally find
difficult to express, those of anger.

Through this serf-monitoring process, r came to rearize
that whire r had lost sight of "the fact" that trust-
buirding takes time and patience, this had not negatively
impacted upon our relationship because r had behaved

differentry, by arrowing the widows to control their own

process' and by respecting their need to pursue that which
was most important to them, when they v¡ere ready to do so.

My self-monitoring process, however, has reaffirmed for
me that:

as the litt1e prince learned, trust does take tirneand patience to develop,

as trust developsr so does the breadth and depthof the rel-ationship and of what is shared , 
-

trust is essentiar in a relationship to faciritatepositive change and growth.

I Canrt Know the pain of your Grief

1)

2)

3)

E)

The titre of this section is refrective of a

cant insight that r acquired through the life of my

cum experience. This was an insight that changed

ing, and developed through time and experience.

signifi-
practi -

in mean-
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Initially, I faced my practicum experience in the

subject area of bereavement with a mixed measure of both

excitement and trepidation. Considerable personal and

professional experience with loss and bereavement had

instilled within me a solid internal sense that this was an

area through which I could both grow and contribute. yet,

in my wildest fantasies, a Iittle niggling fear persisted

that I would be seeing totally helpless, dependent, incon-

solable older v¡omen, who would end up being my case-load for

Iife!

Examining this fear, I came to the awareness that my

anticipating working with bereaved women had forced me to

re-encounter my own feelings and fears about helplessness,

dependency and pain in the face of a circumstance that was

beyond any human control, that of death. This was before my

practicum was yet underway; my fears had yet to be reality-

tested. At this point my, "I can't know the pain of your

grief" meant "I fear that I am unable to tolerate the pain

of your grief and my own and survive."

Through the course of my practicum experience with

elderly widows, f came to meet a very wise and resourceful

older woman who shared that:
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No one can know the pain of my grief.
Words don't exist that spea)< to the depthfeelings. of my

r experienced the power of her words with my whore

being. Her words stimurated in me one of those rare and

exciting ah hat experiences that suddenly aligned my under-
standing, like the turn of a l<areidoscope, into a dynamic,
harmonious, complete whole, in the moment. r came to a

truly integrative "knowing" that "r can't know the pain of
your grief", now meaning "r am unabre to comprehend the pain
of your grief because r am not you. " r came to realize that
r can know my own grief, and through our common humanity, r
"may" know what the pain of your grief is rike, but r can

never trury t'knov/tt the pain of your grief . r can however,

respect it as your own.

This experience ar-so precipitated my re-discovering my

o\¡¡n personal boundaries. Being female within a social
context wherej-n females are sociarized to anticipate and

provide for the nurturant needs of others, r had developed a

highry attuned sense of empathy; one which if left un-

bridled, could reave me very vurnerabre in the face of
shared pain. By re-experiencing both the integrity and

varue of my personal boundaries, r was able to furry "be
there" with the bereaved v/omen in their pain, feel with
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them, and share their pain because of our common humanity'

yet I was not consumed by their grief. Instead, I became a

conduit through which the pain of their grief passes, but is

not contained. Thus, rather than becoming enmeshed in a

symbiotic union of pained humanity drowning in an abyss of

futility, what developed was the intense and intimate

sharing of powerful feelings between equaI, Yet unique

individuals moving supportively together through time and

space and grief.

Through this encounter I also came to discover even

greater meaningfulness in my own grief experiences. I came

to view them as a tool or instrument, Iike a tuning fork,

that allowed me to resonate from the core of our common

humanity with another human's suffering, thereby having the

capacÍty to provide them with compassionate understanding

and support.

In the end, my initial fears did not withstand reality-

testing. My wildest fantasies of a case-Ioad for life did

not materialize. Instead, the meaning of my, "I can't know

the pain of your grief" changed from, "I fear that I am

unable to tolerate the pain of your grief and my own and

survive", to "I respectfully acknowledge the uniqueness of

your individuality and our common humanity through the

'shari-ng' of the pain of your grief. I will not usurp your



pain for my own, but

tically journey with

I will, with your

you toward healing
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permission, synergis-

and growth. tt
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3:5 SIGNIFTCANT THEMES

rn this section r sharr irlustrate, through prose and

poetry, some of the more significant themes that emerged

from this practicum study.

The first piece (3:5:1 ) illustrates that which is
requisite for the healing of grief to start. Unfortunately

bereaved individuars, fearing the intensity of their loss,

often expend a lifetime of personal energy warding off that
which they most need, the opportunity to grieve. The

psychial strength of the defense mechanisms in early and

middre adurthood, coupled with the rearity demands and

contingencies of everyday living, create circumstances

wherein grief can be either denied or contained and put "orì

ho1d", but not without great personal expenditure. The

grief remains intact until the bereaved individuals can

either marshal their personal strengths and resources,

and/or secure a supportive environment in which they can

trust risking an encounter with their grief.

A second piece (3:522l', rebukes the

"time heals all".

common cliche that

This is

Jeffrey (1975)

followed by a poem (3:5:3) by Shirley Holzer

, entitled "Sorrow", that sensj-tively depicts



the intense

grief.
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intimacy and growth engendered through shared

other themes developed encompass, (3:5:4 A) my dis-
covery of the value, rerevance and appricability of right
brain oriented adjunctive therapies in interventions with
grief; (3:5:4 B) reguisites to the effective use of right
brain adjunctive therapies, as welr as; (3:5:4 c) my expror-
ation of how to best "serr" the concept of involvement in
these more non-traditionar right brain interventions to
clients.

A short poem, (3:5:5) by Albert Camus (19541, follows
and metaphoricarly ilrustrates how we humans are far more

than any one of our parts. yes, we are our vulnerabilities
but we are this and more. Look again, deeper, and you sharr
see our strengths. Helping professionars would do werr to
herp crients accept their vulnerabilities whire rooking to,
calring on, and having faith in their clients' strengths and

potentiality for growth. This hol-istic perspective can be

too easiry rost in a more probrem-focused rerationship.

Following this

explored.

poem, the theme of "endings" (3:5:6) is
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epitaph (3:527), a

dying, uncovered on

of significant themes closes

gem of v¿isdom about líving, .

my practicum journey of discovery
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with my

and





32522 Time Heals All

A familiar cliche of our time holds that
all". While the passage of time is essential for
ing process to occur, time alone does not heal
loss.

15s

"time heals

the heal-

the pain of

This was starkry obvious in this study during our
exploration of what proved to be a most vitar question, that
of other significant rosses experienced by the women. some

of the widows who told of the untimely and accidentar deaths

of a sibring, their own child, and a parent, mourned these

losses with the intensity one might expect of the newry

bereaved, despite the passage of between 40 and 70 years!

I believe that these v¡omen, fearing the pain of their
grief and/or their l-oss of sel-f-contror in their experience

of it, had invested a lifetime of their psychial energy to
côntain and avoid the emotionar pain of their ross. Ration-

alizations, intellectual izations, keeping very busy and

activery avoiding thoughts about the loss, alr worked toward

lceeping the denial of the pain of the loss intact. These

defense mechanisms are intended to be serf-protective, and r
believe should be respected. Unfortunately, however, these

defense mechanisms bind up much of the bereaved individuar's
personal energy in this containment of their grief.
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Healing only starts with your accepting the pain of
your ross as rearr âs painful, and as your or¡/n, on arl
levels of vour being--intellectually, physically, emotion-

ally and spirituarly. rt is most readíly apparent intellec-
tually and physically that a loss is fact. Daily living
faces bereaved individuals with this hard truth. rt is much

more difficult to accept the reality, permanence and pain of

our losses in our emotionar and spirituar levers of being.

The journey toward

spiritual areas requires:

healing l-n these emotional and

A) A personal readiness to risk affronting the

pain of loss, irrespective of the dimension of time. By

this I mean that the time of readiness for an individual's
grieving may have littre reration to when a loss occurred in

time. The time to grieve "happens" when the individual
griever is ready to face her or his tasks of gríeving, even

if that time happens to be 40 years after "the fact".

fn my experience, elderly peopte generally, and elderly

v¡omen more specifically, are particularly adept and person-

ally ready to risk engaging the healing, grieving process.

Reasons for their great skill in this respect may be that:
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Elderly people are in the later stages of their
developmental life cycle. As such, they face a
more limited "time-Ieft" perspective and life's
immediacy is impressed upon them. Hence the
elderly are strongly motivated to work tolvard
integrating and assimilating the meanings of their
lives' experiences while time still permits.

Elderly people, having tived longer and having a
potentially greater lifetime burden of hardships
and grief to bear, are often "ripe" and ready fôr
the opportunity to explore their issues of loss.

Elderly people often have a great deal of their
psychial energy bound up in the pain of their
grief. As such, they have less energy available
to maintain rigid defense mechanisms. This,
coupled with the motivations mentioned above,
render the elderly very accessible and open to
exploring their issues of grief, especially if
they find themselves in a trusting social environ-
ment that nurtures and supports this activity.

B. A supportive social. environment that condones

and encourages the grieving process Such an environment

provicles trust, caring, empathy, and acceptance of grieving
índividuals in their times of strength and in their times of
vurnerability. There shourd be no externar "task master" in
the grieving process; only supportive companions who

respectf urly work "with" , not rron'r, grieving individuals.
The grief v¡orl< then unfolds as a healing process that frees

the bereaved individual to once again live, rearn and love.

C. A commitment to one ' s grief rvork, the

1)

2l

3)

bereaved individual's

endeavour of great inner

creative investment of self in an

a strivingsignificance. This is
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for wholeness. My experience suggests that grief worl< is a

social event in that it requires the sharing of grief with

at least one other human being. In my estimation grief work

is something alcin to the "vrork" of great artists, rike van

Gogh, that similarly had suffering as their creative source.

And like all human, creative endeavors, grief work is pre-

cious, unigue in its manifestation and meant to be shared.

It is thus apparent that the passage of time, alone,

does not heal aII, . it only postpones the experience of

the pain of grief. paradoxical as it may seem, grieving it-
self is the pain that hea1s.
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3:5:4

Right brain adjunctive therapies were previously de-
scribed in section 2:324 of this paper. rn this section r
wiII report on:

my uses of right brain adjunctive therapies in
interventions with grief.i

B. requisites to the effective use of right brain
adj unctive therapies;

how to ttsellt' the use of
therapies to clients.

right brain adjunctive

A.

c.

Reference will be made

therapy, gestalt, and

practicum.

to examples of my use of photo-

psychodramatic techniques within my

Uses of Riqht Brain Adjunctive Therapies
in Interventions with Grief.

In the western world our socialization and educational

institutions tend to encourage and to place greater value on

the use of our left brain hemispheric functions to the neg-

lect of our right brain functions. (Bolen, 1979i Bry, 1979i

Ferguson, 1980) .we prize reason, rogic and interlect, whire

placing a lesser emphasis and value upon creativity, hol-is-

tic perceptions, and intuitive "knowing".

A)

Brain Grief
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Grief, however, is a holistic process encompassing

cognitive, emotional, physical and spiritual aspects. I
believe that one cannot truly fathom the holistic experience

of grief without providing for the balanced integra.tion of

the left and right brain functions. Society's difficulty in
handling the grief experience is, in part, due to our

reliance upon using our valued left brain functions alone,

in the face of a process that reguires a more holistic and

integrated approach. Efforts to "explain" grrief through the

left brain alone provide empty rationalizations and cliches

that bring little comfort to the bereaved. Right brain

adjunctive therapies are an enriching addition to interven-

tions with grief, as they round out our range of resources

and call forth a more balanced response to the holistic
process of grief

Right brain oriented

nature, and as such they

conjunction with most any

practicum experience I found

therapies particularly useful

therapies are adjunctive in

may effectívely be used in

other therapy modality. In my

the right brain adjunctive

in:

1)

2l

creating a highly empathic

evoking in the present the
feeling states experienced
in the past;

helping relationship;

memories, emotions, and
at the time of a loss
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accessing material that was previously inaccess-
ible through the normal verbal mode of communica-
tion;
completing issues of "unfinished business".

Right brain adjunctive therapies fulfill these func-

tions through their common ability to allow a worker to

access and to join a client's symbolic world in the here and

novl. Examples from my practicum of each of the above func-

tions follow.

Creating a highly empathic helping relationship.

In my experience, right brain adjunctive therapies

proved to be a valuable means of creating a highly empathic

helping relationship. Fihile an empathic relationship is

vital to engaging a client in right brain oriented ínterven-

tions, right brain adjunctive therapies further enhance an

already strongly empathetic client/worker bond through the

worker's actively joining the client's symbolic world.

For example, during our exploration of significant
losses, one elderly woman shared that she had had to give up

her only child to be raised by an elderly relative. She

went on to recount, in a very matter-of-fact wây, how this
made every sense in terms of life's practicalities and that

she did have regular contact with her chil-d. The tone of

3)

4)

1)
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her voice, bodily posture and intellectualizations convinced

me that this was a powerfurly significant loss that she had

just understated, perhaps because she felt that she had to

be respectfur of this erder as werl. To establish contact

with the other side of her ambivalence, I risked following

my intuition and acting Iike a compassionate double, antici-

pating, voicing and validating that which I felt that she

v¡as unable to express, I responded--"And who did she think

she was, to separate a baby from her mother?" The elderly

widow then melted into tears and shared her feelings of

hostility for this relative, the great pain of her loss, and

how she felt that she had been cheated of the special close-

ness and love of the mother-chiId relationship. After

awhile however, this elderly widow was again giving practi-

cal reasons why it was best for her child to have been with

this relative. I accepted these, and then added that while

these practical reasons made every sense here (pointing to
my head), they did not change the ross and pain here (cover-

ing my heart). The woman again cried and said that that was

indeed so. A very close, empathic and cherished reration-
ship developed with this woman.

Thus through the use of a psychodramatlc technique, the

compassionate double, I joined the client's symbolic world

and through the active sharing of this reality in the

moment, forged a significant, strongly empathic relation-
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ship. In such circumstances the client not only feels that

you understand them, they know that you do through your

actions. other right brain adj unctive therapies used within

this practicum that also proved effective in creating highly

empathic bonds were gestalt and phototherapy technigues.

Evoking in the present the memories, emotions and
feeling states experienced at the time of the loss

This function of right brain adjunctive therapies has

particular significance in grief work since the client is
not distanced from their grief by talking "about" it from

the past. Instead, he or she becomes holistically involved

in re-experiencing their unresolved grief and in working

toward its resolution in the here and now.

The usefulness of phototherapy techniques in this
respect was dramatically demonstrated when one elderly woman

shared a photo of her child who had died 43 years ago. The

woman, touching and intently gazing at the photo' had great

streams of tears rolling down her face, and she mourned as

if the loss had occurred yesterday. AII the memories' emo-

tions, feelings and circumstances of this death became re-

accessible to working on in the present through this photo-

graph from the past.

2l
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Accessing material that was previously inaccess-
iÞle through the normal verl:al mode of communica-
tion.

Within my practicum, phototherapy techniques became a

most effective way of accessing previously inaccessible

material. This is a vital function in grief work where

unacknowledged ambivalence creates an unbalanced perspective

of the lost relationship, and often portends unresolved

grief due to unfinished business.

In one instance, a very reserved elderly widow spent a
great portion of our time together sharing all the positive
aspects about her husband. r had a strong sense that there

was more, yet I was not yet sure how to broach this. We

then examined some famiry photographs, ât which point r said

that her husband "Iooks to be quite the family man". In

response to this, the woman then went on to rerate another

dimension of her husband's being, as if the truth had to be

tofa.

In another situation, I was fascinated by a repeated

pattern within the lay-out of a family photo album. I asl<ed

the woman if she had put the album together herself, and she

indicated that she had. I told her that f found it very

interesting that there was always a picture of an older

woman, whom she identified as her mother-in-Iaw, placed

3)
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between all individual photos of her and her husband. Tears

came to the woman's eyes as she replied, "that was the way

ít r¡as, she always came between me and my husband". She

then went on to disclose the difficulties in her relation-

ship with her mother-in-law, something she had previously

only glossed over. It thus became apparent to me that right
brain adj unctive therapies, as phototherapy techniques,

access the symbolic, emotional and less consciously guarded

aspects of a client's reality, and are thereby useful in
accessing significant, previously inaccessible material.

Completing issues of "unfinished business".4l

A final significant function of

therapies that I discovered within

use in facilitating the completion of

right brain adjunctive

my practicum was their

"unf inished businesst'.

Unresolved issues

viduals often haunt

their ability to engage

between deceased and bereaved indi-

the bereaved individual and inhibit

in the normal grieving process.

Leo Buscaglia ( 1 984 )

the greatest cause of our

was the painful source of

ly widows visited.

relates "that unexpressed love is

sorrow and regrets" (p. 54). This

regret shared by one of the el-der-
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In our discussions about her husband, this v¡oman

quipped that when he was happyr yoü knew it, and when he was

angry, you also knew it! When I suggested that her husband

was a man who courd express his feerings well, this elderly

widow agreed and said that she deeply regretted not being

able to do so herself. She shared that in the 59 years of

their marriage she was never able to tell her husband that

she loved him. She then went on to talk about her feelings

of loss over her physical beauty, and how she was now old

and wrinkled. I told her that I would bet that her husband

Ioved her, wrinkles and all! At that point she started to

cry and said that her husband had always told her that.

Weeping, she again said that she regretted not having been

able to express her feelings like he did to her. I placed

my hand upon hers and said, "If you could talk to your

husband once again, tel1 him what you need to teII him".

The elderly \^/oman, lovingly looking up and to the left,

seemed to hord the image of her husband in her gaze. with

rivers of tears pouring down the beautiful deep wrinkles in

her face, she said "I love you". By then, I too had rivers

of tears flowing down my face, and after a bit of quiet

time, r tord her that r was sure that her husband had heard

her.

Through the use of

present tense, this woman

this gestalt technique in the

was afforded the opportunity to
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complete some of her unfinished business by verbally

expressing her love to her husband. This was something this
widow had deeply regretted not having been able to do in the

59 years of their marriage. Thus right brain adjunctive

therapies, as gestalt techniques, can help facilitate the

grieving process by providing healing opportunities for the

completion of issues of "unfinished business" in the here

and now. Thus, through my practícum experience, I came to

appreciate the enriching value and efficacy of using right

brain adjunctive therapies in interventions with grief.

Requisites to the Effective Use of Right
Brain Adjunctive erapres.

Worker characteristics and attitudes that are

facilitative of any therapeutic relationship, but are

especially requisite in right brain adjunctive therapies

include:

1 ) The ability t" Aev"fop a. t
wiLh the client with strong empathic bonds of compassionate

understanding, through which the "worker/client unity" moves

closely in synchronization.

2\ The worker's openness, not on].y "abouttt but trto"

right brain oriented interventions. This openness is based

B.
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upon a solid foundation of l¡oth intellectual knowledge and

experientially-based "knowing". It is my belief that a

worker can best engage in the use of right brain oriented

interventions once they have integrated such experiences by

being active participants themselves.

Their openness ís actualized with the worker's willing-
ness to rislc chancing a right brain oriented intervention

when they intuitively perceive the timing, person, relation-
ship and circumstances are such that the right brain orient-
ed intervention is the most appropriate one needed at that
time.

Leo Buscaglia (1984), in sharing of what he learned

from a Buddhist teacher, relates that "to know, and NOT TO

DO, is not yet to know!" (p. 66l' This openness to risking

and to acting upon the intuitive knowing, gleaned through

the trusting and empathic client/worker unity, is requisite
to effectively engaging in right brain adjunctive therapies.

3 ) Responsibility is another r,¡orker characteristic
requisite to the effective use of right brain oriented

interventions. By responsibility I mean two things. First-
ly, "responsibility" r âs defined by Webster's Dictionary

(1986), means that the worker must be "trustworthy" (p.

345). Secondly, I mean that a responsible worker is one
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with the ability to respond to the needs of the client,
(i.e. respons-ibility). This does not mean that the worker

assumes total responsibility for a client's líving, and

bears their burden like the proverbial albaLross around her

or his own neck, but rather that the worker has the capacity

to be aware of, and be responsive to the client's needs of

the moment. Being "respons-ible", the worker is able to be

fully there and supportive of the client's growth. Thus the

responsible worker does not assume responsibility for the

client ( in the sense of taking responsibility away from the

client), but is "respons-ible" to the client, and hence is
facilitative in helping the client grov¡ in assuming respon-

sibitity for her or himself.

4) The workerfs be}ief in the propensity of the self

to heal itseLf (Kopp, 1972i Buscaglia, 1982; Levine, 1983) ,

is a final worker attribute requisite to the effective use

of right brain adjunctive therapies. As such, the clien.t is
aflowed and encouraged to control their own process. This

is especially appreciated by bereaved individuals who often

have been feeling a great loss of personal control in the

face of death The worker then acts:

to encourage and to
in their own abil
selves;

build the client's confidence
ity to help and to heal- them-

(a)
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(b) as a supportive companion, within the context of a
trusting, reciprocal relationship of equals, on a
shared journey of personal growth and self-dis-
covery.

Again, the client is thus positivery supported in their con-

trolling of their ovün process.

Thus are the worker characteristics and attributes that
contribute to the effective use of right brain adjunctive
therapies.

C. How to "Sell" the Use of Right Brain Adjunc-

Prior to my practicum experience, this vras a burning

question of mine which the literature did not satisfactorily
address. Having completed my practicum and having used

right braín adjunctive therapies in it, I earnestly tried to

conceptuarize the answer to this question in lvords. while

struggling with this, a sudden flash of insight struc)< me,

and r came to rearize that my difficurty was that r was

asking a logical, left brain type of question about an illo-
gical, non-rinear right brain type of process. rt occurred

to me that I should try to translate this left brain gues-

tion into the ranguage of the right brain understanding

through the use of a right brain tool. To help concept-

ualize the phenomena that I had experienced within my prac-
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ticum, and yet was having such difficulty putting into
words, I turned to the right brain "tool'l of imagery.

The result was my being rather unexpectedly drawn to a

line in a long-forgotten poem. I believe that the imagery

in this line of the poem that follows, captures the essence

of the movement of engagement in righL brain adjunctive

therapies.

O body swayed to music,
O brightening glance,
How can we know the dancer
from the dance?

(Yeats, 1964, p. 123)

You cannot separate the dancer from the dance. They are

one. Similarlyr you cannot separate the worker/cLient unity

from the process unfolding in their "dance".

Within the context of their trusting and empathic

rerationship, the worker comes to an intuitive knorving of

the rightness for "the dance". Acting "respons-ibly" toward

the client, the worker invites the client to dance when the

worker hears "their song"; that is, the worker intuitively
knows that the client, their relationship, the timing and

circumstance are right. The dance begins and the client/
worker movements are complementary, forming a harmonious
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movement through time. Lilie a graceful dance, this f1uid,

reciprocal, dynamic process naturally unfolds.

So, how do you "sell" the use of right brain adjunctive

therapies to clients? Quite simplyr yoü don't have to.
Just get into ttthe musictt and when you hear t'your song",

invite them "to dance" !
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3:5:6 Endings

Endings are often associated

because they represent the end point

have known it. These feelings of

grief reaction.

I personally have

Having this a\¡¡areness

relate to the end point

the start. I arrived
the tasl< of concluding

with feelings of loss

in a relationship as we

Ioss can precipitate a

often faced endings with dj-scomfort.

from the beginning, f made efforts to

of my practicum with the widows from

at the end of my practicum faced with

some close, enriching relationships

Dr. Stephen Fleming ( 1 985 ) aptly described this
grieving process as a movement "from losing what we had to

having what we lost". ThÍs conceptualization of the

movement of grieving is central to an understanding of

endings.

with some very special women. I anticipated this task with

discomfort.

A personal struggle ensued within me as I considered

how and whether, indeed, r would "terminate". This issue

grew not out of my discomfort with endings however, but out

of my genuine concern f.or the women whom I had visited and

their needs. As I considered the roller-coaster nature of
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grief through time and the irnportance of the availability of

ongoing support, I consciously decided that I would not

formally "end" with the women, despíte the Iiterature that

bespeaks of the necessity of termination. I believed that a

formal letter of thanks to conclude our visits would in

effect do just that, and would terminate all contact. As I
wanted the women to feel that they could call on me again

should they want to, I closed our visits by extending my

sincere appreciation and thanks to them for their sharing,

with an open invitation to them to call on me should they

want to reconnect. Some did. I believe that such an "open-

door" policy is essential in providing realistic bereavement

support. I have also come to believe that the literature is
inadequate in its representation of endings.

Through my experience of the Master's program, I have

conceived of two broad categories of endings, of relevance

to relationships whether the participants be living or dead.

They are what I term:

A) terminations, and

B ) closings.

TerminationsA)

I am defining

individual concludes

tttermination" as

their grieving for

the outcome when an

a departed relation-
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ship by severing or walling-off any emotional attachment to

the departed person. The relationship ends with the griev-

ing individual disassociated from both the departed person,

as welr as from that part of him or herself that had inte-

grated aspects of the departed person through the lífe of

their relationship.

Terminations can occur in the context of positively or

negatively perceived relationships. The sudden death of a

beloved child can precipitate a parent's termination of this
most positive relationship in avoidance of the great pain of
their loss. More commonly, however, terminations are the

products of painful relationships where differences are

irreconcilable either because of the individuals' willsr or

because of a circumstance, Iike death, that has foreclosed

any possibility of working the issues of this rerationship

through within the dimensions of time and space.

In intimate relationships lilce those in families,
terminations cannot occur without the terminating individ-
uars rosing a significant part of their own being as welr.

By "terminating" or walling-off their feelings about the

departed anq their experience of him or her, terminating

individuals remain in a holding pattern of unresolved grief.

Terminations are characterized by:
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2l

3)

an emotional severance or a walling-off
ings from the departed person;
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of feel-

an acceptance of the pain of the loss;

a sense of closure in the lost relationship;

an acceptance of the integration of a part of the
other within the self;
a closing of the relationship as you know it, with
the possibility of re-opening the relationship on
a new basis and in a different form;

a lack of closure in the lost relationship;
a disassociation from both the departed person, as
well as from that part of the self that had inte-
grated aspects of the departed personi

little possibility of reconstructing the Iost
relationship in any form on this temporal plane;

an inhibition of personal growth:

( a ) through the denial of that part of the self
that has integrated aspects of the other;

(b) through the denial or blocking of the ex-
perience of this relationship, therein losing
that which one could have learned through it.

B. Closings

CIosings, like terminations, can occur within the

context of a positively or a negatively experienced rela-
tionship. In my view, however, t'closings" are antithetical
to "terminationstt.

Closings are characterized by:

4)

s)

1)

2l

3)

4l
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The expansion of personal growth through:

(a) the acceptance of the positive, cherished
aspects of the other as an integral part of
yourself. A part that is yours forever;

(b)

(c)

(d)

a "Ietting go" of those aspects of the rela-
tionship that you deem negative, through an
engagement of the normal grieving process;

an awareness of the possibility that negative
aspects of the other might have also become
integrated into your being, and that personal
growth comes with such whole.self-knowledge;

an acceptance of the experience of the rela-
tionship as an opportunity for learning and
growth.

It is my contention that "closings" are a more healthy

response to endings than are "terminations". It has also

been my experience that the use of right brain adjunctive

therapies provide a means of converting terminations into

growth-stimulating, Iife-affirming closings, irrespective of

the dimensions of time and space.

- Endings are also a natural, inevitable, and difficult
part of the helping relationship. In the professional

Iiterature however, the terms t'endingtt and ttterminationtt are

used synonymously. I believe that these two terms lack the

specificity that is important to a more comprehensive under-

standing of ttendingness".



In my conceptualization, it is important

workers strive to appropriately "c1ose", and

ate", the helping relationship.
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that social

not "termin-

A cherished "closíng" of a relationship from my practi-

cum study follows in the next section.

My Closing of a Posi.tively Experienced Rela-
tionship.

People can be enriched and learn from all relation-

ships; those deemed "good" and "bad". A positively

experienced reciprocal relatíonship based upon genuine

concern and authenticity, however, closes with an ongoing

sense of connection.

c.

Accepting the pain of

such a relationship can

cance to each other, as we1

their loss, the participants in

openly acknowledge their signifi-
I as that of their loss.

Closure

have shared

other.

occurs when

all that

both individuals

they needed to with

feel that they

the significant

Through the Iife of their relationship the individuals



become an enriched and an integral

cause of what they have shared.
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part of each other be-

It is my belief that this integration of the "other" is

of a literal, holistic, and metaphysical nature.

Literally speaking, the participants of such relation-

ships are a part of each other in memory.

Holistically, I believe that we incorporate (from the

Latin--in body) aII that we live, Iearn and experience. Tn

this senser wê embody aspects of all our relationships,

physically, intellectually, emotionally, as welI as spirit-

ual ly. Positively experienced relationships become

cheríshed part of our self. A part that is ours forever.

Metaphysically speaking, it is my belief that psychial

or spiritual connections exist between individuals who have

shared significant experiences.

In the scientific realm of quantum mechanics, the study

that embraces nearly all of physics, it has been reported

"that once two particles have been near each other, they

continue to instantaneously affect each other no matter how

widely they may be separated" (Rucker, 1985, p. 171, to a
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degree that defies probability. No scientific explanation

for this phenomena exists in our world.

If such occurrences happen at the simplest cellular

level, it is not unthinkable to expect that they can also

occur in the world of the much more sophisticated human

atom.

My practicum experience has convinced me of this.
During my practicum, I experienced three incidents wherein I
strongly felt that I should call three different v¡omen, ât

three different times. One of these v¡omen I had not had

contact with in over six months. Each of the women ex-

pressed shock and dismay at my calling her, as each reported

that she had been thinking about me and had been considering

calling me. one v¡oman described the experience as "eerie",

while another shared her amazement at having had my phone

number by her telephone in readiness to call me. All three

\^tomen were at points of personal turrnoil.

These personally experienced synchronistic events have

convinced me that we humans share some type of psychial or

spiritual attachment with those of whom we'have shared posi-

tive, significant relationships. These remarkable occur-

rences have also affirmed for me the classical wisdom of



Tennysonts t'Ulyssestt; "r am I indeed ] a

have met" (Brown and Bailey, 1962, p. 271

I shall noht

"closingtt from my

conclude by sharing

practicum that I shall

part of
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aII that I

one such positive

forever cherish.

I had cultivated a very vÍarm, caring, reciprocal

relationship with this particular woman. I did not look

forward to this ending. We had talked about the end of my

visiting upon each of my previous three visits and now our

time for parting had come.

I sincerely thanked this woman for her willingness and

openness in sharing of her experiences for my learning. I

told her that because of what we had shared together, she

v¿ould forever be special to me, and that indeed a part of

her had become a part of me through our shared experiences.

I then related some of ny all-time favorite story, The

Little Prince (de Saint-Exupery, 19431 to her as it simply

illustrates how relationships transcend the dimensions of

time and space. The older woman responded to the story by

saying that she thought that she understood what I meant.

I then asked the v¡oman if she still had my telephone

number. She said she thought that she did, but that she

would take it again "just in caser'. I wrote out my tele-



phone number and handed her the piece of

woman excused herself, and as she left

that she was going to put the telephone

place".
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paper. The older

the room she said

number ttin a safe

Returning to the room, she stood before me, and looking

me straight in the eyes she said, "You know, I probably will

never call you. " Her frank honesty Louched me with its

unaffected genuineness, and I replied, "but know that you

can". I was gratified that this woman and I shared such an

authentic relationship that she could feel comfortable

enough to have shared her reality. AIt too often hollow,

welt-intentioned promises to "keep in touch" are made in

partings to belie the reality of the moment.

The older woman then shifted her weight from foot to

footr âs if to establish her equilibrium. Then, determin-

ately clenching her fists at her sides and pulling her body

up straight to its full four foot eight inch stature, she

looked directly up into my eyes and said, "I love you".

This from a woman who had been unable to verbally share

her loving feelings for her beloved husband in near to 60

years of married life!
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Her declaration was a parting gift that I shall always

cherish. Her love is very special Lo me. I also cherish

the moment because it demonstrated to me that she had

personally grown in her ability to express her important

feelings through our relationship.

I had anticipated ending this encounter feeling sad and

empty. Instead, I left feeling exuberant and fuII in the

knowledge that I had both enriched and been enriched by a

very special v/omani a woman who taught me much about griev-

ing, and living and loving through our shared experiences.

And yes Virginia, there are "good"-byes. So:

Don't be
dismayed at good-byes.
A farewell is necessary before
you can meet
again.

And meeting
again, after moments or
lifetimes, is certain for
those who are
friends.

(Bach | 1977 | p. 1321
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3:5:B Postscript

To my mind, and heart, this practicum report ended on

the preceding page. In deference to the needs of our more

left-brain dominant culture, I shall provide some delineated

conclusions from my exploratory study of conjugal bereave-

ment with fifteen older women herein. It should be noted

that given the small sample size, these conclusions are not

intended to be extrapolated beyond this study. I do be-

lieve, and the literature demonstrates, however, that these

conclusions do have relevance within the broader context.

From my study, I have concluded that:

1 ) To be bereaved in a death-denying society, old in

a youth-oriented society and female in a male-defined

society is to be in a position of triple jeopardy. This is

the lot of the older widow in the North American social

context.

2l Many older widows, and especially those under the

65 year old pensionable âger are often left in drastically

changed, dire financial straits with no source of income in

their own right upon their partners' deaths



3 ) Many older

resourceful, adaptable

with the courage to

Ironically, I believe

being as a necessary

chal society.
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widows of today are of a personally

and resilient group of older women

risk pursuing their continuing growth.

that many of their strengths came into

adaptation to survival in our patriar-

4\ Grieving is a social act that is too readily

This happensthwarted by our largely death-denying society.

to the detriment of bereaved individuals.

5 ) A social support network that can accept and

condone a widows' need to grieve is vital in facilitating

her grieving process. Conversely , a social network that

thwarts a widow's need to grieve is very detrimental to and

inhibiting of her natural grieving process.

6 ) Right brain oriented therapies are most valuable

and useful as adjunctive therapies in interventions with

grief. They provide for a more balanced, well-rounded,

experiential approach to the holistic process that is grief-

7 | Education about the normal grief response is an

important role in grief counsefling to normalize the grief

experience and to alleviate the bereaved individuals' fears

about insanity.
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Despite the conmon clinical features of the normal

grief response, qrief is complex, and it uniquely manifests

itself in each individual. As such¡ âr individual's grief

should be respected in its unigueness with the full knowl-

edge that nobody can truly know the pain of another's grLef.

9) As trust develops, so does the breadth and depth

of a relationship and of what is shared. Trust is essential

in a helping relationship to facilitate positive change and

growth.

1 0 ) A positively experienced helping relationship is

the heart of any significant, healing, growth-stimulating

intervention. In this study such a relationship was

characterized by openness, understanding and caring.

11 ) Time, alone, does not heal the pain of loss.

121 Healing starts with accepting the pain of your

Ioss. The journey toward healing in the emotional and

spiritual areas reguires the bereaved individual'S personal

readiness to risk affronting the pain of their loss, a

social environment supportive of the tasks of grieving, and

a commitment to one's grief work, the bereaved individual's

creative investment of self in an endeavour of great inner

significance.

8)
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General Hospi ta I
(10{) l.l.ì_trr, i

DEPARTIVIENT 0F SOCIAL WORK

July, 1984

Dear

My name is Dianne Mowdy. For the past seven years, r have worked for thesocial work Department at st. Boniface Generai Hospital. presently, I am ona leave-of-absence from my job, and I am pursuing a Masters Degree in SocialWork from the University of Manitoba, with my placement being ãut of theSt. Boniface General Hospital.

My area of speciaLization is that of ilbereavementrr.

After the death of a partner, i have often wondered about the wonan who has
been left behind; the woman that I, as a hospital worker, have come to be
concerned and care about,'yet with whom I usually 10se contact.

f am now contacting nany women like yorrrself, whose partners have died, withthe hope that you would be willing to talk with me about your experiences. you
may find that talking about your experience is helpfur; or you nãy prefer not tobring up these memories at this timè. I will certäinty support your choice. you
are under no obligation to participate or to share yo,rt 

"xpèriences with me.

I will be telephoning you within the week to answer any questions that you mayhave, and to see if you would be willing to meet with me.' I f yo,, .t" willing,I would hope to spend an hour or so with you, at a time and place that ismost convenient to you; and perhaps meet again if that is muiually desirable.

I would be most appreciative if you would consider the sharing of your
bereavement experiences with me.

Most sincerely,
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APPENDIX B

Raphael's Therapeutic Assessment Interview Format

Dr. Beverley Raphael (1980), a psychiatrist, developed

a format of questions for use with bereaved individuals to
help assess their need for further bereavement counselling.

Although the areas of query in the therapeutic assessment

interview will be outlined in question form herein, they are

meant to be incorporated within the context of a supportive,

nondirective interview. In this vray the therapeutic assess-

ment interview itself:

provides the practitioner with the opportunity to
assess the bereaved individual's need for further
counselling, as well as

becomes a therapeutic tool, in that the process

through which the information is elicited is

itself therapeutic, and facilitative of the normal

grieving response.

Examples of specifíc guestions and the topics generally

explored within Raphaelrs ( 1 980 ) therapeutic assessment

interview follow:

1)

2l
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A) The Death Itself

Can you tel
death? What
during the
1980, p. 155)

lmealit
happened on
time around

tle about the
that day and
it? (Raphael,

Information gleaned in this area of query will:

1 ) start to give some indication of the presence or

absence of grief as appropriate for this particular person

at this particular point in time,

2\ provides information about the bereaved individ-

uals' perception of support or lack of support for grieving

in their social network, as well as

3 ) identify special aspects about the death itself

that may inhibit or complicate the resolution of the grief.

The Relationship

Can you tell me a little about X and
your relationship with him Ior her] ?
(Raphael, 1 980, p. 1 56 )

B)

This area of

nature and quality

query will provide

of the pre-existent

information about the

relationship between
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the bereaved and deceased individuals. It, in effect,

explores the history of the relationship from its beginnings

to its loss. Raphael recommends that it is especially

important to assess and note high levels of ambivalence'and

dependency in the relationship. She suggests that areas of

ambivalence may l:e gentì-y opened with a simple question

like:

You've told me a lot about the happy
times you've shared; could you tell me a
Iittle about the times that were not so
happy. (Raphael, 1980, p. 1571

This comment gives the bereaved individual a clear

message about the inevitability and acceptability of

ambivalence in aII human relationships, thereby opening the

way for a discussion of some of the bereaved individual's

ambivalent feelings.

Thus this exploration of the nature

tionship provides information about:

of their rela-

the progress of the grief response,

any distortions, such as idealization or avoidance

of grieving altogether,

1)

2l
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3 ) special aspects of ambivalence or dependency that

need to be addressed,

4) the bereaved individual's perception of the social

network support available to him or her in griev-

ing.

C) The Response to the Loss

Can you tell me a little about what
you've felt sínce the death, what's been
happening in your life? (Raphael, 1980,
p. 1sB)

This question garners information about:

1 ) the response of the bereaved individual, their

family, and support network to the death,

- 2) other reality stressors, such as financial inse-

curity, the loss of a home, or other concurrent crisis that

may be additionalty taxing the bereaved individuals' coping

abilities.
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D) Other Issues

Other circumstances that Raphael ( 1 980 ) suggests

require further evaluation involve:

1 ) deaths by suicide,

2l deaths in major accidents,

3) deaths of children,

4\ the elderly single person living with and looking

after an aging parent who dies,

5) multiple bereavements occurring simultaneously,

6 ) situations in which the bereaved person exper-

ienced a major bereavement in childhood, such as

the death of a parent.
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APPENDIX C

Areas of interest to me that were explored in my inter-
views were:

1 ) The older widows' perceptions of the amount and

quality of social support that was extended to them follow-
ing their bereavements.

This is an important area of questioning in that

social network support v¡as the most significant factor

related to bereavement outcome in a number of studies, as

those of Maddison and Walker (19671 | Maddison (1974a,

1974b), Maddison and Raphael (19751, and Vachon et al.
( 1 980 , 19821 .

2)

women.

Other significant losses sustained by the older

This proved to be a most significant and produc-

tive area of exploration since a current loss seems to

reaccess previous significant losses. This area of explora-

tion provided valuable insights into the women's previous

coping stylesr âs well as provided Lhe opportunity to re-

examine some previously unresol-ved issues.



3)

problem

What the widows

at this time.

perceived to be
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their biggest

uses of medication

and whether

about their

4\ Questions related to:

(a) changes in the widows'

since the bereavement,

(b) the widows' sleeping patterns

they had experienced any dreams

deceased husbands,

(c) the widows'

habits.

appetites and their eating

5 ) The financial circumstances of the older widows.

I believe that this is important to broach once

some degree of comfort and trust is established in the

relationship. It is my experience that older lromen are not

"complainers" and indeed expect very little. As a result,

older women may understate their circumstances and loose out

on benefits to which they are rightfully entitted. Provid-

ing resource information about financial resources and their
qualifying criteria allows the older women the option of

applying for those that they deem appropriate, without the



social worker necessarily having

personal financial information.

6 ) Whether religion

lives of the older widows.

7 \ The widowsr thoughts

deaths; as well as whether they

themselves.

B ) Whether the widows were

respect to their husbands' deaths.

to del-ve into

198

Iot of

played a significant role in the

and feelings about their own

have had thoughts of hurting

e)

left with any regrets with

Vthat the women missed most about their husbands.

10) Whether the

importance of nurturJ-ng

rvidows had

and giving to

ever considered the

themselves.

Vlomen are

Older widows have a

ing for the nutrient
It is worthwhile to

learning to nurture

feeling guilty.

socialized to be nurturers of others.

Iife time career behind them of provid-

needs of others. Now they are alone.

explore the importance of the widows'

and to give to themselves, without



1 1 ) An exploration of the

relations and how the older women

meet these needs.
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widows' needs for social

thought that they would

The above questions were not addressed in any particu-

lar order. They were casually introduced at appropriate

points within the context of a supportive, nondirective

interview. The appropriateness and refevance of these

questions became most apparent to me as the interviews

unfolded, and I discovered that we had already touched upon

most of these areas with me only occasionally having to

plant the seed of a question.
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APPENDIX D

Guideline questions used in the concluding, evaluating

interview:

1. Through our time together, did you learn anything about

grief or the bereavement experience that surprised you'

or that you did not know before?

2. Do you feel that your feelings of grief, and the things

that you have gone through, are much different from

what others might experience in a similar situation?

3. Has it been beneficial to you to have an opportunity to

share your bereavement experiences and your feelings

about your grief with me? How so?

4. Can you identify any feelings other than sadness which

you have experienced in your grief?

5. What do you feel a bereaved person most needs from

others ?

6. Do you feel better about anything particular as a

result of our sharing your bereavement experiences?
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7. Are you feeling more able to manage on your own, than

you erere say two months ago?

B. Has there been anything that I have been able to do

with or for you that you have found to be particularly
heI pful ?

9. Can you identify your most immediate problems related

to your being widowed?

10. Have you given any thought to what you are going to do

in the future?

11. Is there anything that disappointed you about the time

that we have spent together? . Sharing this will be

very helpful to my learning.

12. Could you suggest anything that we could have done dif-

ferently in the time we shared together to have made

the time more meaningful for you?

1 3. Is there anything that particularly pleased you about

the time that we spenL together?

14. If you had a good friend who found herself recently

widowed, would you recommend to her that she partici-



pate in the sharing

we have done?

of her bereavement

202

experiences as
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